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FRONTISPIECE - A víew of the receivíng array of tr¡nsducer holders

showing the layout of the holders and the stainless

steel- plate in which they are hel<l. Ihe emitting or

focussíng a:ray is of similar desígn. (Note, at the

tíne the photograph was taken, the transducers were

not ín positÍon).
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AN ULTRASONIC IMAGE-FORIfING SYSTEM

FOR IONOSPHERIC ST{IDIES

SI]MMARY

The first part of this thesis is of an íntroductory nature

and Ís concerned Lrith briefly outlining the history of the rvay in

whích radio techniques have been used to study the ionosphere. Also

presented is a briéf dÍscussion of soüe theory which establishes the

relationshíp between the complex function describing the phase and

amplitude of an ionospherícally reflected radio v¡ave and its angular

spectrum.

Chapter 2 consists of a review of the various techniques that

have been or might be used to measure the angular spectrum of radio

rraves incident on an antenna array. The nethods considered range

from conventional scanning systens to,more recerit developments such

as ElecËro-Optical and acoustic array processors.

'chapter 3 contains a detaíled descriptíon of an image-forming

system (acoustic ar¡ay processor) whích has been designed for use

with the large antenna array at Buckland Park (near Adelaide). This

instrument, which uses an ultrasonic technique, is capable of measuring

the two dimensional angular spectrum of radio rüaves reflected from the

ionosphere.

Chapter 4 is concerned wíth descríbing the procedure used to

adjust the system so that- it ope.rates in the desired way and chapter

5 is concerned mainly with discussing the performalce of the system

and comparing iÈ with the "ideal performance" as detennined from a
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computer model which símulates the principle of operatign.

In chapters 6'and 7 sone preliminary measuremerits of the angu-

1ar spectra of radío r^raves reflected from the E, E" and F layers of

the íonosphere are presenÈed. The different t5æes of spectra

obse:r¡ed are classified and theír relatíve frequency of occurrence

Ís determined.

Finally, ín chapter 8 the major conclusions of the preceding

chapters are surmarised and some experinents wtrích may be undertaken

in the future are suggested.
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PREFACE

To the best of the authorr s knowledge this thesis contains

no material previously published or wrítten by another person, except

where due reference is made in the text. It contains no material which

has been submitted or accepted for the award of any other degree or

diploma in any llniversity.

(N.E. Ilolmes)

University of Àdelaide
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CHÁ?TER 1

INTRODT]CTION

For the past half cenl-ury radLa techníques have been used to

study the ionospliere. The earlíest er'periments of this type rt'ere

r:ndertaken in America by Briet and Tuve (792511926) and in England by

Appleton and Barnett (J925). Frorn these e:rper-iments it r,ras possíble

not only to shor+ that an ionísed layer existe.d in the upper at:losphere

but also to estimaie its approxiruate height. In subseqlient years these

experíinents r./ere extended and rnodifíed and it r,ras notíced that radio

l{aves reflected from the icinosphere exiiibited short per:íod fluctuatj-ons

j-n sÍgnal- slrength, called fading. Fading r-zas foun<l to pcrsi-st even

rn'hen specíal precautio:rs \^rere takÊn tc e.nsure that the;:e rtas no inter-

ference between the ground l¡ave and the reflected I^rave or betrnreer: mul--

tÍply-refl,ecLed hraves . Cate was also laken to ensure that there $Ias no

magnetoioni-c fading. In 1933 ltatcliffe and Pawsey suggested that this

phenomenÒn l/as causecl by the díf.f-racLíve refle.ctic¡n oi the radio \üâves

froin i.onospheric ir::egularitie-s. Thís r^rould result in the foraation of

an írregular raclio diffraction pattern on the ground. These workers also

stuclied the spatÍ.al sLructr:re of ttre pattern using what they called a

"spaced receiver" experiment. They folrnd that the fadicg obse-rved by tvo

antenna-s separatecl by nore than one wavelength v¿as usual-ly uncorrel.at-ed.

Later e:<periments carried orrt try Pavrsey (1935) o showed t:hat on some

occasíons Èhe f aciing at t\^ro neighbouríng poínt" on tt. ground r,¡as similar

but dísplacecl in ti¡ae. Tiris type of observation was explained by assuming
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that Ehe íonosphere contained irregularitj-es of íonisatíon rvhich

drífte-d horizontally" Using diffractj.on theory it is possib-l-e to

show that the velocity of the moving radío patterit ís twice that of the

irregularities at the reflection level., provided Èhe irregularitíes do

not cirange wj.th Lime. Thís technique for measuririg ionospher:ic move-

me1ìts r¡as further developed by several r.sorliers including }fitra (1-949)

and Kr:autkräner (1950) . .

In 1950 Bríggs et aL. introduced rshat is knoin'n as I'fr-rll corre-

latj.on" analysÍ-s r¡hich allor,¡ed estl'-uates of the drift vel.ocity io l¡e

made erren v¡hen the form of the irregularities rvas changing. This

alalysis was later extended and made more gene-ral by PllilJ-íps and

Spencer (f955). Hor.¡ever both these methods of anal-ysis niad-e assumptions

about the temporal and spatial propertie.s of the diffraction pattern

rdrich needed to be tested. PartLy for this purpose, several J-arge an-

tenrla arrays ¡,zere built ilhich sampled the drffracLion pâttern at many

poínts on the ground (see for exauple, Kelleher, 1966; ìIacDougall, L966;

and Hauber:t and Doyen, L966) " Unfortrrnately these arl:ays r,¡ei:e. rathe-r

small and it r¿as found Ëhat features ín the diffraction pattern ü'ere

usually of the same síze or larger than the al:ray. Tn 1969 a larger:

ar1ay (l km ín <iianetc-r) vras buílt at Buckland Parlc near Adelaíde, South

Australia. This aTrey was used by Bríggs et aL. (f969) to investigate

the proper-uies of the diffraction pattern. One technique used in these

experiments \{as to convert Ëhe diffracÈion pattern ínto a vísib1e form

by using the signals from the- antennas ín the ar:r-'ay to drive an array oÍ

lamps ¡¿hÍch l{iere aïïanged Í-n the same layout as the ant€:nnas. Tbese
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experíments shorved that on some occasi-ons the application of fu11

correlation analysis could gíve mísleading results; but more impor-

Èantly (for this thesÍs) it was shovrn that on marly occasions the

diffractíon pattern structure r¡Ias periodic, being composed of sets

of fringes or crossing fringes. These had been observed previously

by Haubert and Doyen (1966) as well as several others and iË had been

suggested that the fringe sÈructures T¡rere formed by the interference of

two or more rays which had been specularly reflected from the ionosphere.

The resulting i.nterference pattern would give ríse to periodic strucÈures

in the diffractíon pattern, sirnilar to Youngrs interference fringes,

which are familíar in optics.

Although it r,ras known that on occasions the ionospheric reflecting

layer Tn/as smooth enough to reflect radio \{aves specularly, it had been

implicitly assumed by many workers (e.g. Booker et aL., 1950 and

RaËcliffe, 1956) that the díffracËion pattern was the result of the inter-

ference between rays diffractively reflected or scattered from the irregu-

1ar íonosphere, and having a continuous distributir.rn in their directions

of arríval. A third rnodel for the forrnation of the diffraction pattern,

suggested by Monro G962) and Pfister (1971), consÍ-ders thaË there may be

a disctete number of reflection points, each of ivhich returns a continuo'i-ts

filled in cone of energy. Thus thís rnodel ís a combination of the two

already dÍscussed. These modeis, for the formatÍon of the diffraction

pattern are of course related, but nevertheless it is interesting to find

out r¿hích is more appropriate. To do thjs it is necessêry to have an

instrument capable of measuring the angles of arrival of the reflecLed
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signals. fn addj-tion the instrurßent mt¡sË be capable of raalcing these

neasurements even r'rhen signals are arrí.ving from several directions

simultaneously.

This problem j-s in fact comluon to amny ínvestigations in radio

physics. The quantity tha.t is measured (the distributíon of energy

r,aith angle) has conre to be knorn'n as the angular petrqr spectruTn. TLre

relatecl Ëerm angular specLrum (see Booker and Cleirnpw 1950 arid Booker Q-t a,t-.

1950) is a ccrnp-Lex function describing both the phase anci the amplitude

of the signals as a funcËion of the direction of arrival. At this

poÍ-nt it is appropriate to discuss this concepË j.n a lj-ttle nrore detail .

If a transmiËter is used to illurninat-e a limited, tr+o-dimensj.on¿1

region of the íonosphere r¡ith radio rrrêtr'Ðs, then the totally reflected

electromagnetj-c field will have a phase modulation impo.sed upon it by the

varíations in the reflection height over the illurn-inated region. The-

fie-l-d at the reflecting height, or indeed in any p1-ane parallel to the

mean reflecËing layer, can be represented in terms of an angular spectruzr

of plane \¡raves r¿hich should be imagined, as a set of r¡Iaves r¿hcse- amplitucìes

and relative phases val:y vith directiou. The quantity is usual-ly repre-

sented by the synrbol p (st, s2) wirich i,s a conplex function because- botl:

phase and amplitude har¡e to be specified. If the vari.ables s1 and sz are

dÍrection cosirres then the function P (si.,s2) Ls related, by a Fourier

transform, to ttre complex function, F (x, y), r,rhich specifies the phase

and ampl.itude of the electromagnetic \,¡ave over the horízontal (* , y)

plane. Tnis relation is expresseci rnathe-raatical-ly by the riollctring
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equatíon:

P(s1 , s2)

F(x , y)

"l"f " 
(*,v)

ææ

-ó-ó
exp -2ni(s1x * "zy)

dxdy 1.1
{

{

ì
I

which is valid provided the spatial coordinates x an<1 y are measured

in uniËs of i (tfr" wave length of the radio waves). Since the rela-

tíonship 1s ¿ Tourier transform then the Ínr,'erse transformation may be

used to calculate F(x,y) frorn a known angular sPectrun P(sl, s2) i.e.

\¡J'e Can Write,
æ@

-æ -@
il t (s1 , s2) exP * Zri(s1x * s2x) ds1 its2 L.2

It is important to note that although the íntegrals are cal-culatecl over

an infinite dornain, irr practíce the function F(x , y) is only defined or

measured over a fj-nite- area-" Similarly, for the problems corrsiderecl here,

the angulâr spectrum will only be norr zero in direcËions close to the

normal of the diffractíng surface. Evanescent contríbutions to the spec-

trum are ignore.cl. The angular por^rer spectrum is obtaj-ned b5' calculating

the square of the modulus of the angular spectrun' lp(tt , sù12.

Equation 1.1 shows that the angular spectrrrrn cf a wave can be

calculated provided the complex function representing the r^rave field is

knov,'n over any horizontal plane. Horver¡er in the past this method has

generally not been used ancl the rneasurenerrt has been made usj-ng.a rrariety

,of techniques rangíng from the use of tr'¡o element ínterferometers to

complícated scanning systems ivhíeh use cle1ay or shifting netrvorks to

steer the beans of large antenna arrays across Ëhe sky.
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This thesís describes a new approach to the problem that makes

use of the relationship ex¡rressecl ín equatÍ-on 1.1. Equipment has been

constructed in which the electromagnetic field is sarnpleri by a large

array and converted, using arì arlay of píeeo-electríc transducers, to

an acoustic field which has Èhe same variations of phase and amplitude.

Using a focussing system an image can be formed. Norv i.t is a well known

result in optics that the U-ght distribution in the image plane of a focrrs--

síng system is related to the líght disÈribution ín the object plane by a

two dimensional Fouríer transform. The same result applies for the for-'

matíon of an acoustic image and thus a focussj-ng or image-forrning system

may be considered as an analogue Fourier: transform computer. Tlie image

can be macle vj-sib1e by salrpling at a large number of points w:'-th ancthe-r

a1.îay of transducer-s eacir of rqhicÌr drives a li.ght ernitting diode. The

visible image is equÍvalent to the nodulus of a desireci angular spectrurÐ.

For convenience, thís quantity vill be referred to, in this thesis, as

the angular spectrurn. !'{rether thís refers to P(s1r'sz) or lp(",,s2)i

will be clear from the context. The angle of arríval is easily deterrnine-d

because radio \^taves arriving from a given directíon will gírze rise to

acorrstic signals at a given point in the inage plane. Furtlier, the

amplitude of the sígna1s in the acoustic irnage will be relateC to Êhe

amplitude of the irrconing radio signal. Although the acoustic image doe-e

in fact c.ontain inforr¡ation about Ëhe phase as well as the amplitude of

the angular spectrum, r,rith the present equípment the phase- inforrnation is

not used.
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The work described in this thesis shorøs that the techníque is

feasible, and ín addition some preliminary results showing Ëhe angular

spectrum of radio r¡/aves reflected from the Íonosphere under different

conditions are presented. This type of data ís useful insofar as it

provides informaÈion about the strucËure of ionospheríc irregularíties,

and with this knowledge Ít is possible to test theories about their

origin.

Although the equípmenL described here has been designed with

íonospheric im¡estigations in mind, the application of the technique to

many problems in radio physícs is obvious. It is hoped that the sysËem

that has been buil-t will also prove useful for low frequency (6 MHz)

radio astronomical observaÊions.
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CHAPTER 2

SURVEY

2.L INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to review the various methods that

may be used to process the outputs from multí-elemenË antenna arrays. The

particular type of processors that '¿i11 be considered are those which pro-

vide information about the direction of arrival of signals received. by

an array.

The methods to be examined may be divided into fíve categories.
(1) Scanning methods.

(2) Electro-Optical meËhods

(3) Acoustic methods.

(4) Computing methods.

(5) Holographic methods.

2.2 BASIC THEORY OF SCANNING METHODS

One of the most direct methods of measuring the angle of arrival of

radio hTaves, which are confíned to a known plane, is illustrated in fÍg. 2,L.

The magnitude and sense of the phase difference cl, between signals receÍved

on antennas A1 and A.2, r..,'hich are separated by a distance Ad, is measuted and

the angle of arrival 0 c.an be calculated from Ëhe equaËion,

e aïcs l_n

rvhere | = wavelength of the radio l^raves being used.

Th'is equation has only Èrvo solutions provided that the condition
ìLA.; ís satisfied. HoweveL it is usually possible to determine 0 unam-

bíguously because in practical cases the dÍrection of arrival is confined

{*}
2.L
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to the visíble half space.

The addition of a third antenna A3r a,s shown in fig. 2.2 pe-rmíts

the m.easuïement of both the elevation and the azimuth of the íncident

r¡rave. Each pair of antennas determines a plane ín which the direction of

incidence must lie, and the intersection of these planes uníguely deter-

mines the direction of arrival.

It is important to noËice that equaLíon 2.1 is invalíd wheu. signals

are arriving from more than one dir:ection simultaneously.

A true scanníng system avoids this difficulty. Fig. 2.3 illustrates

how such a system (in íts one dimensional form) operates. The elernenls

A1 . . . . .4.r, aïe assumed to be antennas r¿ith equal gains an<i ÍsotropÍc

beam patteïns. The beam pattern of this system, Â(0),(a functioil descri-

bing the rilalr fut rqhich the output of an array varies wiËh the angle of arrí-

val of the incident signals) can be easily calculated. This ís dcne as

follows. The phase difference between.the signals received by adjacent

elements is equal to

2rLd. sin0
À

a

where 0 is the angle of arrival of the incoming signal (see fig.2.3). Th.e

ouÈput of the nrrayrwhen connected up as a b::oadsi'ie aTray, j-s found by

summing the signals from each elemenÈ (taking proper account of phase) and

ís thus given by the expression

A(0)
n
I sin

i=1 {
2.2

where ûr = the angular frequency of the signals being r:eceived,

À = the r+avelength of the signals,
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t = Ëime,

Ad = the distance betr,¡een array elements.

By expressing the sine ín its complex form and summíng the seríes

it can be sho¡¿n that '

A(0) = 51.t
{

sín(sinonrAd/À) 2"3
sin (sin0r^d/l)

The first term is a sine wave rn'ith angular frequency t¡ and phase

shífË -@:ÐJLF:-!}gq , while rhe second is an amplítude facËor of the form

sin (sin0nnAd/À) 2.4
sin (sin0nAd/ì)

If a series of n-individual variable de1 ay (or phasing) círcuíts a:re

use-d to delay the signals before the summation is perforued (see fig.2.3),

then it ís possible to steer the array beam. Let Ëhe ith pllasing network

introduce a phase shift of (i-l)a into the signal from the ith antelìnâ.

This produces a new beam patÈern Ar (e) which j-s relaËed to A(e) by the

following equation.

Ar(0) = A(0 - to) 2-5

) = arcsin al 2,6r¡here Àd.2n

Clearly the effect of the phase shifting networks ís to poínÈ the

beam to a ne\¡r dírection 0o.

It should be noted, that as the array beam is steereC to off ver:tical

arrgles (eo) the bean patte.rn becomes broader by a factor approxímately

equal ro sec(e )(Skolnik 1962). This point v¡ill not be pursued in thj-s-o

discussion.

0( I
t

l.
Jo
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It can be seen, from the argunents above, that for each direction

0 into which the beam is to be pointed, n-phase shifting networks aIe
o

requíred. For a two dimensional art.ay, with n-rows and n-columns, n2 such

networks are reguired for each direction. If a beam is to be steered ac-

ross some two dimensional region of the sky, then.the nurnber of independent

directions into whích the beam must be directed, depends upon the resolving

por¡rer (array beam wídth) and the field of view. For practical situations

the number of independent phase shifting netr,¡orks is extrenely large. For

example consider Ëhe case in r^¡hich a planar two dimensional array' contaíning

10 rows ancl 10 columns with an inter-eleroent separation of half a r'ravelengtli,

ís required to scan (without loss of ínformation) a region of the sky defined

by a cone with a semi-angle of 30o. The nunrber of phase shif ting netrcorks

needed to do this is approximately 5,700. If the scanni,ng is only required

in one plane then the elements can be connected in ro'¡s anci the problem is

much less formidable.

This type of beam swinging technique is quite practicable for arra)¡s

rvhích are réquired to scan in one plane only, e.g. Cottony and tr^Iilson (f960),

Vogt (1962), Burtynk (1964) and Hamilton (1968). Many different methods are

used to introduce the necessary phase shifts but the prÍ.nciple of operation

of the systens described by these r^¡o::kers is the same as that outlined above.

Ilowever, the approach is unsuitable for use r¡ith filled ín planar arÍays

containing many elements.

2.3 PRACT]CAI, SCANNING SYSTEMS

Despíte the difficulËÍes referred to ín section 2.2, useful two-

dinensi-ona-l scanning systems have been constructed; Morrís et aL. (1963),

wild (1967), Large and Frater (L969) and Brownlíe et aL" (1973a)
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A common approach used by these workers in their solutions to the

problem, has been to use a dilute instead of a filled in array. In this

r.ray it is possible to achj-eve high resok¡tíon wiËh an instrr¡ment using a

relatively small number of phasing or delay networks.

The earliest instruments of this type (used in radio astronomy) were

cross-Èype antennas (Mills and Little 1953, Mi1ls 1963). The system

described by Mills consj-sted of two orthogonal rows of antennas, see fig.

2-4, each row producing a fan beam, whose r,ríilth in the direction perpendicular

to the row depends on the directivity fr¡nctions of the indívídual elements.

If the signals from the two rows are added together with an appropriate

phase shift íntroduced between signals fron differerìt elements then the

resuJ-Ëant antenna response pattern is as shown in fig. 2.4. Although

the beam has an enhanced response in the direction of the intersection of

the two fans, ít can be seen that the side lobes r¿ill be large and the beam

shape is therefore not ideal. Hovrever, the beam pattern can be considerably

improved if the voltage polar díagrams of the Ë\^ro arms are multíplied

together instead of added. Mi1ls (1963) describes a meËhod of processing

the received signals which results in the desired multiplication. Essentialll'

the processing is performed by fÍrst1y connect.ing the tr¡¡o arms so that their

sígnals add in phase and then reversing the phase of the signal from one arm

before the addition. If the difference in the two signals, formed by this

procedure, is amplifíed and detected with a square lar¿ detector then the

effective antenna polar diagrarn is the same as Èhat obtained by multiplying

the voltage polar diagrams of the trn'o arrns. However the side lobe levels

are stíll unacceptably high in the dírecÈions in which either one of the
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arms has a v/ide angle of reception. ThÍ.s problem can be overcome, and

the sidelobes eliminaÊed if a Gaussian taper ís applied to tbe signals

from the elements in the tl{to array arms. This símpJ-y rneans that the

elements at the extreme ends of the arrns r¡il1 contribute less to the

polar diagram than those nearer the centre. This results in a reducEíon

of siCelobe level and, unfortunately, a broadening of the main lobe. In

practÍ-ce to retaín the same resolving po\der the array size must be i:r-

creased by 50 per cent.

The reduction in the number of elements obtained by usíng a cross

instead of a fÍlled ín array reduces costs and makes electronic beam

steerirrg a practical propositÍon. I{owever there are disadvantages and

Èhese are outlirred below:

(f) There is arr jncrease in the conplexity of the s:ignal

process ing proce-dure.

(2) There- ís a degradation í.n the resolving porüer.

(3) There is a reduction in the alior¿able signal phase errors

(for the sarne performance, see Large and Frater 1969).

ThÍs arises be-cause a filled in array has a certain amor:nt of

redundancy which has been remor¡ed by dilutíng the a:rray.'

(4) There ís a decrease ín the sensiËivíty caused by the re-duced

collecting area.

Eve-n with tlrese disadvanËages, cross type radio-telescopes have

proved to be very poT,rerful and popular tools particularly in radio astronomy

an<l more recently in ionospheric physics. Arrays of this basic desí-gn have

been constructed by many r¿orkers including Mills (f953) , Bracei^rell (1961a) 
'
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Braccesi and Cecarelli (1962), Christíansen et aL. (tg6g) and

Kalachov (1963).

Another cross type array, which has been desÍgned specifícally for

ionospheric investígaÈions, has been built at Bribie Island near Brisbane

(Bror,mlie et aL. L973a). This system consists of two orthogonal one kilo-

meter arms each containing 10 elements. A novel feature of this system Ís

that one arm is used to transmit while the other is used for reception'

The result is a pencíl beam radar system (bean width of 4" at 4 lüIz)

r,lhich may be scanned in a raster pattern by using a computer to introduce

suitable phase shifts between Ëhe array elements. The instrr:ment is thus

able to measure the angular spectra of radÍo l,raves reflected from the

ionosphere within its field of view, whÍch is + 20o from the zenith-

Annular arrays have also been used to form the pencil beans required

for scanning radio telescopes. Probably the most sophist-icated instrument

of this type is"Ihe Culgoora Radioheliograph" (I^Iild L967). Thís array

consists of.96 steerable paraboloid antennas arranged regularly on the

círcumference of a circle 3 krn in diameter. The pencil beam is forned

using the so-called "J2-synthesislr. Thís consists of adcling to the bea¡n

formed by the in phase addition of the signals (from the array elements),

other weighted bearn patterns, which are formed by íntroducing progressive

phase shifts into the signal from each antenna channel. The phase shj-fts

are made to increase uniformly around the array startj.ng at zero from an

arbitrary antenna.

Using this techníque it is possible to form a beam r^rith a shape

that gives equal r,aeighting to all the spatial Fourieï components in the irnage
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up to the resolution linit of the instrument.

The half porter beam widËh of the Culgoora system is 3.55r at

ze-nith. The fíeld of vier^r of the array is limited by the appearance of

grating sidelobes which occur approximately 2o away from the central beam.

The position of the grating sidelobes depends on the inter-element spacing

of the al.ray. Since the instrunent has been designed prímarily for solar

observations, thís smal1 field of view is acceptable. Pictures of a radio

sources are constructed by scanning 48 simultaneously formed beams across

the field of view. The final picture consists of 60 x 48 sarnples, each

sample being separated by 2.Lt of arc. Using 48 beams the time taken to

construct a picture is approximately half a second.

Conceptually, the sirnplesË method of forming a picture of the radio

sky is to steer a parabolic dish mechanicallyrso that its beam sweeps over

the region of interest. Mechanical considerations at the present time,

place an upper limít of about 100 metres on the diarneter of steerable

dishes and since the beam width of a gíven array ís proportíonal to the

wavelength at hrhich it is being used this restrícts the use of steerable

dishes to rn'avelengths of less than a few metres. An additional disadvantage

is that the scanning rate is slow and rapid changes in the picËure cannot be

followed. Non steerable parabolic dishes may be uruch larger e.g., Arecibo

(Sky and Telescope, 1961) which is approxirnately 300 meters ín diameter.

Beam steering with this type of antenna can be achieved by mcving the prirnary

feed radially in the focal plane (Jasik 1961). However, the field of viers

is confined to within a few beam widths of the boresighE. Phase errors

result ín excessive beam deterioraÈion for large off boresight directions,

although Rudge and l^lithers (L97Ð have described a fairly complicated feed
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device which allor,¡s the beam to be steered ín the range + 15 beam uidths

rvith "negligible" distortion of the direction paÈtern.

However the scanning raËe remains sl.orv r¡hen compared \.¿íth elect-

ronically steered beams and even the largest dishes built do not har¡e

useful resolvíng pohters at frequencies ín the nedíun wave band.

2.4 ELECTRC,_OPTICAL I}ÍAGE_FORMING METÏIODS.

Extensive theoretical and experimental investigations on Electro-

Optical array processors have been made ín recent years; see for example

Lambert and Arm (1963), Aimette et.aL. (1963.., L964(a),(b),(c), 1966), Ann

¿f. (Ll-. (7964, 1965(a),(b), ]t966(a),(b)), Lanbert (a965(a),(b)), Larnlrelt

¿t a,L. (1965), Chinnicl< (7972).

The basic unÍt in an El.ectro-Optíca'l array processor is the Debye-

Sears lÍght modula.tor, a ful1 descripLion of the contruction and principle

of operation of wh.ích rnay be found in a number of texts, including Born and

I,rlolf (1959). However for completeness a brief description is íncluded here"

The discussion which fol.lows will be made with refererice Èo fig. 2.5.

Sound travelling through a transparent mediurn (usually rvaÈer) modj-fies the

refracËive index" If the travLllíng sound wave is producecl by an el-ectrícal

signal V(t) which is clrivirrg a piezo-electric transducer then the spati al

variatíon of the refractive index can be represented by n(z) where,

n(z) = n *n.V
n ço

= ambíent refractive index of the fJ uid,

= proporLionality constarrt r,¡hich depends on the efficiency of

the transducer anC the way in ¡^¡hích the refractive index of

the fluid varies with pressure,

) 2.7

where n
o

n
m
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s = velocíty of sound in the fluid '
z = distance, see fig. 2.5.

(Ilere it has been assumed that the sígnal begíns at time t = o and that the

transducer is at z = o). The change in the refracÈive index of water has

been shorvn to be proportional to the change in pressure (I{illard L949)

whích in turn is proportional to the voltage applied to the transducer

(Hueter and Bolt 1955).

Thus an electrical sÍgnal applied to the transducer will produce a

simílar pressure signal in the light modulator and if the signal V(t) has

a duration t such that,

d
t- --

S
2.8

where d = length of the cell,

then Ëhere urill be an instant of time when the sÍgnal completely fil1s the

cell.

If th.e cel1 is now illuminated vrÍth a plane \^rave, produced by a

coherent monochromatic source of light travelling along the x-'axis, then

the non-uniform refractive índex of the medíum in the cell will distort the

plane rn'ave fronts of the incident light. The ce11 acts as a phase modulating

screen; Èhe modulation depenCing o11 the signal V(t).

The phase modulation impressed on a plane polarísed lighË wave

passing through the cell can be represeuted by þ (z) where,

þ(z) n(z) - n Ax
o

=u.1,.L
2.9
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2.LL

where Àl = the r¿avelength of the light beíng used.

is a pulse modulated cosine r¿ave of duration t which just

fil1s the cell at time t = t then,

rr v(ZJ

û)=

Ór =

[=

ú (z)

o
arnplitude of driving sighal,
2t

= wavelengËh of sound in the cell,

= phase (the significance of whích wíll be discussed later).

A plane polarised monochromatic light I¡Iave travelling in the

x-direction can be represented by,

A exp Í(ot + krx + Q1)

U.? n- V^ cos (k"" + 0o)Àlm

where V

k

),

¡,
ss

s

0o

t

where k"

Àr,

t

^,,

2n

wavelength of the light beíng used,

angular frequency of the lighÈ \ilave,

an arbitrary phase term,

consÈanÈ related to the arnplitude of the wave.

If we consider the situatÍon at a fixed time t üre can ignore the

time dependent part of the equaËion and represent the wave by,

A exp í(krx + q) t

where þZ = þ1 a {rr 2.L2
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Thís plane r,/ave has its wave front.s distorËed as it passes throtrgh

the líght modulator and is nov¡ represented by f(xrz) where

t(x,z) = A exp r {tr- + 0z +,1,(")}

= A e:<p i {tr* * 
g2 * mcos {r.., + 6ol}

(see equatiorr 2. 11 )where m =

The cell acts as a phase diffraction scre.en and Èhe phase and ampliÈude of

the various diffraction orders may be calculated. This is the same as

calculating the fr"qrrency spectrum of the modulatíng !ùave and the calcu-

lation can be ac-complished by taki-ng the Fourier transform of Í(A,z);

(RaËcliffe 1956). If we mak-¿ the approxímation that rn.cos(k"z + 0o)..1

then the Fourj-cr tr¿nsform F(s) i.s given by,

e-iþ' +
rct (s+K")

,Tsh -nd.(S+/r; 4tm
L

Sm ud .s* Å;J

T¿(s- lg

-"-" v t3

rn¡here s = sin 0 þee fig" 2.5)

d = length cf cell.

The first term represents the zeroth orcler and the second and thÍrd terns

represen.t the two firsË order components on opposite sides of the zetoth-

order. An irnportant point to riotíce is Èhat the phases of the last tr.ro

terms depend otr óo (see equation 2.11).
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If V(t) (the signal applíecl to the trarrsducer) is the signal

received by an ariÊenna in an arcay then the phase of light diffracted

into the fírst order is related to the phase of the receiveci signal.

If we nov¡ use an array consÍsting of a row of antennas each

feeding a light modulating cel1, the arrangeruent of antenrlas anC ce1ls

being a,s shoÞTì in fig" 2"6, then the relative phase dÍfferences bc..iv¡een

the signals received by each antenna (which is a measure of the angle of

arrival of the síg;Lr.als incident on the array) will be the same as the

relative phase díffe::ences betr¿een the light, diffracted into tlie Íirst

order from each cell.

If Èhere is a línear phase progtession across the array then

there ¡'¡i11 be a linear phase progressíon in the light diffracted into the

first order from each cell. This líght after passing through a l-ens (see

fig. 2.6) wírl converge Ëo a point.in tire ímage plane and the position of

the poinÈ vrill depend on the phase differences betrveen the light frorn

adjacent cel1s. Tf síguals are íncident from k dífferent directíons

simultaneousJ-y then it can be shown that Èhe cliffrac.ted light r¡ill converge

to lc points :'-n the image plane , the posítions of the points being deter-

mined by the directions of arríval of the incident signals. The system can

thus form sirnultaneotisly and as a continur:m, al1 the- beams that the rece-Íving

array is capabl-e of forming.

The arrangement described is on1.y capable of processing signa.ls from

a one dimensionaL arxay. Horvever thís processing capability may extend to a

planar, or two dj.rnensional array, by rnaking uá;e of a time multiplexing tech-

nique which is used ín conjunction with.the so-called spatial mtrltiplexíng
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technique described abcve. The signals from a planar array consí-sting

of n2 elements (n-rows and n-colunms) can be processed by sequentially

feeding the signals from the n-elements in the first column of the array

into a síng1e light modul.ating cel1" To do this the signals from each

element in the colunrr mtrst be delayed by a time equal to the duration of

the signals (see fig. 2.7).

The light cell is then filled wif-h n separate acoustíc signals

whÍch are similar ín phase and amplitude to the signals receíved by the

array. The de.lays must of course be chosen so that the phase r:elationship

betr^reen the pulses is preser:ved. The signals from the other 6_1) rows of

the array aì:e processed by (n-1) sepaîate líght modulators which are

adjace.nt to one anot-her. The system descri.bed í.s now capable of processing

the signals frorn a tr,¡o-dímensional arrey.

Electro-Optical array processors of the type descrjbecl above have

been built at Columbia Unir¡ersity (Lambert et.a'|.. 1965) and also at Queeirlr;

Universíty in Ontario (Chinníck 1970).

The systems have been thoroughly investígated from both theoretical-

ancl experimental poinÈs of view and the following are the conclusions

reached by Lambert (tglSa) after investigaÈíng thís Ëype of systen with a

vievr to radar applications.

"These processors produce output signals such that all beam angles

wiÈhin the visible hatf-space of the antenna are obtaíned (l) sirnultaneousl-y,

(2) a-s a continuurn, (3) without ambiguities, (4) with nearly L'-deal sicle

lobe envelopes tirat can be suppressed, (5) with nearly ídea1 augle resolutionsl"
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The above conclusions \^rere reached after using an Electro-Optical

processor in conjunction with a specially desi-gned signal simulator.

Although some consideration has been given to the design of an Electro-

Optical processor for use ¡vith the Culgoora Radiol-reliograph (Mclean and

Wild 1961, Mclean et.al. Lg67, Mclean Lg67) there clo not appear to be any

arrays acÈualIy usíng Èhis technique. The reasons for this are not clea::

but the method is technically fairly clifficult beceuse of the seveïe rnech-

anical tolerances invoh¡ed in the constructíon of the Debye-Sears light

modulators.

2.5 ACOUSTIC }MTHODS

Acoustic processors, although simple-r in construction than Electro-

Optícal Processors, essentially belong Ëo the same class in that they have

the- capability of simultaneously fornring as a continuum all the beams thai

an array is capable of forming.

Investigatioos into the- design of ultrasoníc cameras have been made-

since the 1930rs. Much of this e-arly r+ork was carried out ín the U.S.S.R.

by Sokolov. The principle of ope-ration of an ulËrasound camera is similar

to that of a conventional ."*erä. A field ís illuminated wirh ultrasound

and the scattered or reflected sound is broughË to a focus using an acoustic

lens. The acoustic í-mage is then made visible using one of a nunber of

tec.hníques vrhich r¿il1 be díscussed later. Because the attenuation of ultra-

sound. in air is high, the objecË to be vÍer¿ed, the 1ens, and the detect:ng

device are usually imrnersed" in a liquid, e.g. water. Even so, attenuation

restrÍcts the useful range of frequencies to less thau 10 MHz, (corresponcling

to a wavelength in isater of 0.014 cm). In general these devices are usecl
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for medical and engineering purposes, but they can be adapted to process

signals from antenna arrays. The feature which makes the came.ra useful

as a signal processor is that the two complex functions which describe

the phases and amplitudes of Ëhe focussed acoustic image and the wave

field in the corïesponding object plane are a Fourier transfo::m pair,

(provided we ignore the effecË of the aperture). Thus the camera nay be

thought of as an analogue Fourier tralsfonn computer. TLis is exactly u'hat

is required for arl atray signal- processor which has as its output infor-

mation about the angular spectrum of signals incident on an array.

Mclean and l{ild (196f) descríbe an acoustic image forniing device

intended fo:: use in radio astronomy. !'ig. 2.8 illustrates its rnode of

operation. The d.esign as shovin ís for an annular: array, howe-¿er the

extension Ëo other configurations is obvious. The signals from e-ach array

element after amplification and coherent frequency changing, are used to

drive piezoelec,tric transducers, each of whích produces an acoustic s:'-gnal

of the sarne phase and proportional in arnplitude to the drivirrg si-gnal. An

acoustic image c.an be formed by using an acoustic lens (Smythe et.aL. 1963,

Harrol-cl 1969) or, more simply by tilting the trausducers towarcls the centre

of the irnage plane.

An acousÈic image-form-ing system which ís under constt:ucËion ín

Alaska has beeir described by Parthasarathy (1971, L972). The method is

similar to that suggested by ÌfcI-ean and lùild and is also similar to Ëhe

method describecl i-n chapte::3 of thÍs thesis. The sígnals received by the

antennas in a linear artay (later to be exten<led to a two-dimensional
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planar array) are to be used to drive a focussing array of pí.ezo-

electric transducers. The focussed acoustíc image that will be produced

is then (approximately) the Fourier transform of the signal dístribution

ín the antenna array.

The problem of detecÈíng the acoustic image and displaying it in

a useful form remains. It is an important problem affecting the useful-

ness of al1 acoustic image-forrning systerns and it ¡^rill be discussed in a

little detail here.

A number of display techniques suggest the-mselves, the. sirnplesË of

which is to sample the acoustic image at a number of points r,rit-h an array

of piezo-electr:ic transducers lyíng in the irnage plane. The spacing of

the transducers should be chosen so that no information contained in the

image is lost.

There are varíatÍons of this method. For example Harrold (L969) and

Cook (1972) used a single Large piezo-electrÍc transducer as a detector.

In the equipment described by Harrold the detecting transducer vras a lead

zírconate disk approximately 8 cm in diameter aud silvered on both faces.

The face which was not in contact r,¿ith the r¡¡ater was cut by a grid of hori-

zontal and perpendic-ular 1ínes. The signal on each of the squares formed

by the grid rvas proporËional to the amplitude of Èhe acoustic signal in the

region directly opposite. Coupling between adjacent sensor elements

presents a difficuj-ty. However coupling levels as low as -25 db. can be

achieved. Thís problem does not occur when an ar:ray of separate Ëransducers

is used although for mechanical Teasons the separation of the indívidual

sensors ís comparaÈively large.
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A more sophisticated display Ëechnique, ¡+hieh allornrs a much larger

number of image points to be sampled, ís based on a design paiented by

Sokoloff. This method agaín depends on the fact thaÈ the charge Pattern

produced by an extended piezo-electric plate, which is subjected at one

point to an irnpinging ult-rasonie fie1d, ís confined to the irradíated

point. This occurs because most piezo-electric materials are very poor

electrical conductors. Fig. 2.9 shows schematically the principle of

operation of a commercial ultrasound irnage convelltet: tube based on the

Sokoloff patenË (Jacobs 1968a and 1968b). A rapí-dly scanning eleciron

beam holds the surface of the piezo-elecËric plate at approxímately 3 volts

posiÈíve relative to the mesh (see figure). The scanning beam produces

secondary electrons. The number depends on the piezo-electrically índuced

potentíal r¿hich depends,in turnrcn the intensity distributíon of the acous-

tic image. The secondary electrons are then attracted toru-ards the multi-

plier by the accelerating mesh and the video signal that results can Êhen

be displayed. on a television screen.,

The núnirnum resolvabl-e detail- of thÍs type of system, when used in

the uost sensi-tive mode, is approximately equal to the thickness of the

Èransducer 1ayer. The maximum sensitivity is aciri-eved when the transducer

is used aË its fr:ndamental frequency (thickness mode). A general formula

for this minimum resolvable diameter is given by Jacobs (1968a).

Minimum resolvable diameter = 2.86 mm

f req . ín ìfiIz

5112
= lliþfi-¡p aÈ 500 kHz.
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Both Jacobs (1968a) and Srnythe ei.aL. (1963) claim sensitivities

such that an acoustic power inpuÈ of the order of 10-7 watts cm-2 gives

rise to a detecËable sígnal from the system.

One of the disadvantages of this type of image converter is the

liuritatíon ín Ëhe area of the detecting transducer which arises because

one side of the transducer ís at ¿¡p6spheric pressure u'hile the other Ís

at a very low pressure (ttO-S Ëorr). Unfortunately the thickness and the

mechanical strength of the transducer are not design variabl.es. Smythe ¿Í cL.t-.

(f963) describe.- an attachment that fits over the transducer face and

prevents it frorn being stressed by atmospheric pressure. This device

should allorv the transducer area to be increased from T,3 cm2 toT,BO cm2.

A further revÍew of u-l-trasonic image converter tubes has been made

by Haslett (1966) buË the essential príncíples of operatíon and performance

characteristics are símilar to those described above.

Another method of converting acoustic images to visible images is to

make use of the properties of liqui-d crystals r+hich are materíals r¿hich

exhibit reversible colour changes if thejr temperatures are ma<le Ëo r¡ary

over a narro\ìi range (t3"C). ThÉs technique has been used by Cook and Werchan

(L97L).' A cholesËeric liquíd crystal, ín sheet form, was placed in the plaire

of an acoustic image, røhich, in this case lay at an air-water interface

By controlJi-ng the water temperature the colour of the crystal could be made

uniform over its entire area ('ul8 cn2). Irradíating the crystal with ulËra-

sound causes Iocal heating in the regions of high acoustic íntensity whic,h

produces a visÍble colour change. Removal of the ultrasound allorvs the

crystal to revert to it-s original uniforin cofour whj-ch depends on the ambient
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waËer temperature. There are tr{o rnajor difficnltics incurred with thís

type of disp1.ay.

(1) Relatively large amounts of a.coustic power are required to

produce detectable colour changes; the threshold interr.sity

being about 0.03 Id cm-2.

(2) It takes 3-5 second for the sound fi-eld to establ.ish thermal

equiiibríum røhich lasts only a fev¡ seconds before lateral

heat flow cìestroys the mapped image.

Clearly the technique is unsuítable for making vísíble rapidly changing

acoustic images.

Small aspherical particles (filings of magne-sium or ¿rluminirrm) vrhen

p1-aced in an ultrasonic field experience a turning moment (Pohlman 1937) '

which causes them to align themselves in a direction that d.epends on the

intensity of the ultrasoníc field. This property may be exploited to rnake

acoustíe images visible. Although the method is sensitive, requiring only

l$-Twatts c{2, the time required for the particles to reach their equilib-

rium orientation ís of the order of rninutes.

Photographic material may also be used to visualise acoustic ímages.

A.uniformly exAosed photographic plate when placed in the plane of an ultra-

sonic ima,ge, whích exists in a r^leak solution of developer, will develop most

rapidly in the regions rvhere the intensity of the acoustic image is greatest.

l{orkers in Alaska (Parthasarathy L97L,I972) intend to use thís method to

make r.isible an acoustic image producedbya"Radio \dave Camera" (see above).

Once again the technique is slow and not particularly sensí-tive requiring

intensitÍes of the order of I watt cm-2 orzer periods of rninutes or hours.
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An alternative method vrhich may be used by Parthasarathy is to make use

of the effect of ultrasound on an excited phosphorescent screen

(Rosenberg 1955). The luminescence of a glowing screen is quenched

r^Tithin 6-12 seconds when the screen is placed in an ultrasonic fíeld, the

quenching being rnore rapid Ín regions of hígh acoustic intensíty. Again,

the power required to produce a detectable effect is large, e.8. 0-I-0.5

r^ratts cm-2 at a frequency of 4.47 lüIz.

Trom the above discussion it can be seen that the major difficulty

in usíng acoustic image forrníng devices is the difficulty of converting

the acoustic ímage into a visible one. A satísfactory solution has been

reached for the equipmer'rt described in this thesis but the general problem

remains.

2.6 COMPUTING METI{ODS

Computing methods for calculating the angular distribution of raCj-o

r¡raves received by an a:rray are based on the fundamental relationship (a-tready

encountered in chapter 1)which connects, via a Fourier transfornration, the

complex function descríbing the wave field over the array with the corres-

ponding functíon represenËing the angular sPectrum.

. Thus a dígital computer can be used in conjunction rvith air antenna

aîTay to form an image of the radio sky. To actually construct the image,

the array rpould he used to sample the phase and arnplitude of the wave field

and suitable circuitry would be used to arnplífy and record this information

in digital form. A digital computer could then be used to perform a t\^ro-

dimensional Fourier transforrtr orr this data, anrl finally the output would

be displayed Ín suitable form.
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Thís approach is quite feasible for linear arrays or dilute

planar arrays contaíning a small nurnber of eleruents. However the rate at

which data must be handled for the real tíme processíng of the ínformation

from a filled in planar arl.ay containing say, 100 elements, preclucles the

use of this technique for real time processing (Mclean and l^lild 1961). For

example a CDC 6400 takes O.775 seconds of central processor tíme to calcu-

late the Fourier Èransform of a two dimensional complex function defined at

100 points on a 10 x 10 grid, usíng the fast Fourier transform program

develope-d by Singleton (1969).

2.7 HOLOGMPHIC METHODS

A radio wave hologram can be formed usiug the same- principles as are

used in the formation of an optícal hologr:am. Fig. 2.10 illustrates how a

one dimensional hologram could be produced using a radar sysÊenì. A trans-

mitter is used to Íllu¡nínate the targets and the reflected rÀraves are sarilplecì

by an array. The sampled signals are added to a reference signal clerived

from the transrnitter an<l the resulting sígnals are then used to drive an

arxay of light sources, the brightness of each source being proportional to

the arnplitude of the sum of the received and reference signals. The radio

r¿ave hologram has now been converted into a visible forrr r+hich can be photo-

gr:aphically reduced. The light diffracted ínto the first order, vrhen the

reduced photogr:aph is illunrinated with a coherent nonochrornatic light source,

would be similar to the radio wave front íncident on the array. This wave

could then be made to forman.image using a conventionallens.

The najor technical problem with this approach Ís to obtain the

reducti-on in size. For example, to maintain the same scale, an array, 10 radicr
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rùave lengths in diameter, would have to produce a hologram lO r¿ave

lengths of visible light in diameter. Thus the image on the reduced

hologram would have to be about z {fl ir, diameter ( for red light). ihis

is only slightly larger than the grain size of normal photographic emul-

síons. Thus the technique is only applicable for arrays with diarneters

whích are very large when compared with the operating wave length and ín

any case ít is not a suitable method for real tíme processing.

2.8 CONCLUSION AND SIJMMARY

Five dífferent rnethods of processÍng Èhe signals from antenna

arrays have been considered. The objectíve of the processing ís to obtain

information about the angular spectrrm of r¡raves collected by the artay r¡hich

is equívalent Ëo the formation of an image of the radio sources producing

the incident radiation.

From the above discussions the following conelusions, relating to

the different methods, may be drar^m.

(1) Scanning methods have been aad are currenËly being successfully

used in radio astronomy and ionospherÍc physics (l,lills 1963, I{ild 1967 an<i

Brownlíe et aL. L973a). These operating systems use dilute arrays. The

scanning approach Ís not suítable for processing sÍgnals froro filled in arra¡¡s

containing uany elements.

(2) Electro-OptícaI techniques appear to be veïy promising and they

offer a practical solution to the problem of real time signal pïocessors for

filled i-n arrays. To date however there appeaï to be no arrays which actually

use this method (except possibly some secret nilítary radar systems) and

Ëhese conclusions are based on the successes achieved with simulated ínputs.
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(3) Acoustic methods have been shown to be useful for large

filled aïrays containÍng many elements (Briggs and llolmes 1973); the

meÈhod is relatively simple and cheap. The approach awaits the develop-

ment of the acoustÍ.c equivalent of the photograPhic plate before Ëhe

method can be applied to arrays with high resolutions and large fields

of view.

(4) Norrml computing techniques âre precluded from the real

time processing of sígnals from filled in arrays because they are unable

to handle data sufficiently rapidly. Specially desígned computers could

of course be made much faster. Presumably even when suffíciently fast

digital computers are avaílable their cost will prevent their use as on

lÍne processors,at least in the near future. The major advantage of the

computíng technique would be its versatiliÈy. In principle a computer

could be prograrn:ned to handle the input in any way desired. Thís would

allow optÍ-mum use to be made of an artayt s beam forrning capabilitj.es and

in addition both the phase and amplitude of the processed data would be

readí1y available.

(5) The holographic Ëechnique described above is only suitable for

arrays whích are many rvave lengths ín dianeter and is not useful for real

time processing.
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CHAPTER 3

TIIE EQUIPMENT

3.1 IMRODUCTION

" The first part of this chapter will be devoÈed to an overall

description of Ëhe ultrasonic image-forming s)¡stem and an explanation

of its principle of operation. The remaíníng sections wÍ1l contain a

more deÈailed descriptíon of the characteristics and performance of

the important parÈs of the instrument.

3.2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The objective of the system is to rneasure the angular spectrum

of radio rüaves reflected from the ionosphere. To do this, a larger 89 element

antenna array (described by Briggs et aL. 1969) is used to sample the

phase and amplitude of the díffraction pattern formed over the ground

when the ionosphere is illuminated from below with radío üIaves trans-

mitted from a nearby pulse transmitter. The elemenÈs of the array are

arranged on a square gríd inside a circle 1 krn in diameter, and the

signals that are induced in each antenna are carried by buried coaxíal

cables to a central laboratory. By rnaking the coaxial cables an integ-

ral number of wavelengths long, and using transformers to change the

phases of the signals by 1B0o when necessary, it is possibl-e to ensure

that the signals available ín the central laboratory have the coirect

phases and arnpliÈudes. These 89 sarnpled sígnals then provide the inputs

to 89 superheterodyne radio receivers. The required ionospheric echo

is selected by a gating system. lhe receivers have a comnìon local
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oscillator and consequently the relative phases of the signals are

preserved. As ís shornrn in fig. 3.1 the outPuts from the receivers

at the Íntermediate frequency of 455 kP.z are used to drive 89 piezo-

electric transducers, which are arranged inside a circle 18 cm in

diameter and in the same configuration as the dipoles in the array.

An acoustic wavefront ís produced ín waËer, and the amplitude and

phase of this \^Tavefront match the amplitude and phase of the radio

ï^¡ave over the ground. A focussed acoustic image is obtained by adjus-

ting the positÍons of the transducers so that they lie on part of the

surface of a sphere, the cenËre of curvature of which lies in the

image plane. By using another similar array of piezo-electríc trans-

ducers, lying in the image plane, the focussed acoustic image is sam-

pled, and the voltages derived, are, after suitable processing, used

to drive an array of light emitting díodes, once again arranged in the

same configuration as the antennas. In this r^ray a visible representation

of the required angular spectrum is obtained. At the same time the

detected outputs of the 89 receivers are peak rectífíed and the resul-

ting voltages are used to drive another a:r:ray of light emitting diodes

r¡hich produce a visible representaËíon of the modulus of the amplitude

vari-ations in the diffracÈion pattern. The two displays are positioned

side by side so thaE they nay be photogïaphed by a single ciné camera.

Data are also recorded in digital form on a magnetic tape. A complete

block diagram of the system is shown in fig. 3.2,and an oveTall view

of the equipment is shown in fig. 3.3.
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3.3 THE TRANSMITTER AND TMNSMITTING ARRAY

The transrnitter is situated close to the receiving array

r¡hich has been built on a flaË coastal plain at Buckland Park

(34i38r23" south latitude and 138"27'45" east longitude) about 36 krn

north of Adelaide. Pulses at 1.98 lßz (which will be referred to as

2lü12) wíth a peak power of up to 100 ktr^I can be transmitted" The

pulse repetition frequency may be set at 200, I00, 50, 25,2 or LHz

depending on the experiment, the most commonly selected repeËition

rate in the experiments described here being 50 Hz. The pulse length

was continuously varíable from about 20-200 pseconds, and in order to

reduce interference with other radio users the pulses r¡/ere shaped so

that they had an approximately Gaussian envelope. The tríggers for the

Ëransmitter pulses rvere derived either from the mains or alternativel-y

from the count dowrr of a 100 kHz crystal oscillator which v¡as also used

to control the recording facilities (100 channel digitiser and magnetic

tape recorder).

The r.f. pulses from the transmitter were fed via a tuníng/

ímpedance matctring netrvork "ird "o open wire feeder system to an al:ra]¡

of four half wavelength (71.8 fletres) folded dipoles, eaclt with an

impedance of 400 ohms. The fourantennas \¡/ere arranged so tirat Èhey

formed the sides of a square suspended approximately 29. B uretres above

the ground. The transmíssion polar diagram of thís arrangement of antennas

is approximately 50" r,¡ide at the half povrer points.

Circularl-y polarised radio \^/aves \.{ere transmitted by feeclíng

one pair of paralle-l- anterrnas v¡ith signals which were in quadrature
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r^riÈh the signals feeding the other perpendícular pair. The required

polarisation, ordinary or extraordinary, \^ras selected by using vacuum

relays to sr¿itch the r.f. signal through appropriaÈe lengths of phasing

cables. In addition it was possible to select (using a control in the

central laboratory) tr¿elve levels of transrniÈted power. In thÍs way

the strength of the received signal could be chosen so thaÈ it approxi-

mately matched the dynamic range of the receiving equipment. This modi-

fication to the Èransmitter proved necessary because, as will be seen ín

Section 3.5, the dynamic range of the receiving equipment is sma1l and

not able to cope with the large range of sígna1 amplitudes received

under different ionospheric conditions.

Also available is a much lower powered (4 kW peak power) 5.94 þIúlz

(which wil-l be referred to as 6lfrlz) pulse transrnitter wíth which, at the

present tíme, it is only possíble to transmÍt linearly polarÍsed signals.

This transmitter has not been used in the experiments described in this

thesis, buÈ will be used in the near future to extend the use of the

image-former to 6 MHz as well as 2 lfrlz.

3.4 THE ARRAY AND Æ,ITENNAS

The receiving array consists of two sets of 89 half-wave

dipoles which are suspended approximately 10.6 metres above ground level

by 1-2L timber poles. Ihe wires for one set of dipoles run in a north-

souËh díreetion r¿hile the other set are oriented in an east-\,üest direc-

tion. The layout of the antennas is shown in fíg. 3.4. The sÍgnals

from the 178 anÈennas are carried by separate 75 ohm coaxial cables, which
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are buried in a netr¡ork of shallor.r trenches, to the central laboratory

where they are then terminated on t\^¡o 89 pole 3 posítion switches. The

89 antennas usecl in the image-forming experiment are aligned north-south

and these may be switched ínto either the ímage-forming system or to a

set of Belling-Lee sockets where they rnay be used for other experiments.

The third switch position ís not used at present.

As has been explaíned before the electrícal lengths of the

feeder cables have been ruade equal to an integral nr-mber of half wave

lengths at 2 lüIz, transfontrers being used to introduce a further 1B0o

phase shift where necessary. In Ëhis way ít is possible to preserve

the phases of not only the 2 lülz signals but also of the signals at the

third harmonic, 6 MLIz.

The type of cable used for the feeders \,ras chosen for its low

attenuation, good shieldíng, and durabÍlity in wet conditions; even so

the attenuation of signals from the most distantantennasis approxímately

6 db. Often when antennas are connected up as broadside arrays the

signals from the outer elements are delíberately attenuated so that they

contribute less to the final output Ëhan those nearer the centre. The

effect of this on the polar diagram is to reduce the sÍde lobe level and

increase the width of the maín beam (see Kraus 1966). Ihe aÈtenuation

caused by the feeder cables provides the Buckland Park array with a

natural grading of this type. However in the present experiment use is

noÈ made of this and the effective receiver gaíns have been adjusted Èo

compensate for any signal losses. Cross talk betr,¡een the cables ís at

least 80 db below the signal and consequently ís probably considerably
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less than the coupling between the antennas.

The impedances of the dipoles used ín the array (measured

directly at the gíven height above ground) were 20 ohm at 2 MIlz and

97 olnm ax 6 þfi2. The circuit shown in fig 3.5 was used to match each

dipole to the 75 ohrn cable. Fig. 3.6 shows the way in which the impe-

dance, as measured in the central hut, varied with frequency (Ín the

range 1.98 MIIz t L4 kÉz) for a typical dipole. Ground conditíons \¡rere

found to have littl-e effect. on the impedances except at times when

water r^ras actually lying on the surface. Ilnder these conditions the

resisEive component becomes large, of the order of 100 ohrns, while

the reactíve component remaÍns rmchanged.

If the ground is assumed to be perfectly conducting then the

beam width (to the half po\¡rer poínts) of the individual receiving

dipoles is greater than 30o (Trott 1966). Trott has also calculated

the polar diagram of the array when one set of dipoles is connected as

a broadsi,de array. Thís calculationrr¡hich is íllustrated by fig. 3.7,

takes into account the beam shapes of the individual dipoles. However

some simplifying assumptions have been made. The mosÈ important of

these are that Ëhe ground is a perfect cond.uctor, that coupling between

individual dipoles can be ígnored and that there is no sígna1 loss in

the feeder cables. In fact fÍgure 3.7 shor¡s only the intersection of

the beam pattern with a plane which is parallel to the set of dipoles

and perpendicular to the plane of the array. The beam PaÈtern ín an

orthogonal plane is very sirnilar (TroÈt 1966).
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3.5 THE ATTENUATORS

Reference to fig' 3.2 shows thã.t the signal from each

antenna passes through a volËage conÈrolled attenuator before being

applied to Ëhe receiver input. These aÈteriuators (developed for the

image-forming system from a basic design appearing in a Hewlett-

Packard applicatioir note, No. 912) r,rere used to provide the receiving

system with an automatic gain control (Á..G.C.). This \¡¡as necessary

because the amplitude of sígnals reflecËed from the ionosphere varies

over a wide range; dependíng mainly on D region absorption. A useful

receiving system must be designed r^rith this point in mind.

A set of 89 Teceivers with sufficient dynamic range had been

builÈ and used ín earlier experiments rePorted by Briggs et aL. (1969)

and Felgate and Golley (1971). Ihese receivers use a conventional

automatic gain control which operates on the intermediate frequency

amplifier and provides the receivers wiÈh a dynaruic range of approxí-

mately 75 db. Unfortunately, with this tyPe of system' the phase of

the signal being arnplífied changes as the reeeíver gaÍn is varied. Had

these receivers been used ín their A.G.C. node then phase errors as

large as 50o would have been introduced into the systern, and errors of

this magnitude would have resulted in afi unacceptable deterioration of

the focussed acoustic image (see chapter 5 for discussion of the effects

of phase errors on the acoustic irnage). Ilowever it was found that if

the receivers rvere operated at a fixed gain then the phase eTrors,

although stil1 large, were stable and could be compensated for by

adjr:sting the position of the relevant Èransducers in the focussing
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array (see chapter 4).

Operating the receivers in this way solves the problem of

obtaining signals wj-th the correct phase but now the dynamic range

of the system ís small. By using the continuously variable attenuators

the effective dynamic range could be increased. A circuit di.agram

and a brÍef description of the mode of operation of Èhe attenuators

can be found in appendix 1. In brief the circuiÈ behaves as a vol-

tage controlled constant impedance attenuator r¡hich Í-s continuously

variable in the range -1 to -36 db. The voltage which controls the

attenuators is derived from the receiver ouÊpuË and is applied so that

the sÈrong signals are attenuated more than weak sÍgnals.

This approach has the obvíous d.isadvantage of decreasing

the signal to noise ratio. However as external noise rather than

receiver noise is usually the liraiting factor, this effect is not

importanÈ. Some phase errors are introduced by the attenuators but ín

practice these are small (less than 5").

The dynamie range of approximately 35 db provided by the

attenuators, plus the ability to control the transmitÈer po\,rer allor¿s

the system to operate under most ionospheric conditÍons.

3.6 TITE RECEIVERS AND LOCAI OSC]LLATOR

As explained earlier the design of the receívers used in the

Ímage-forming experiment was based on the receiver design used ín an

earlier experÍ"ment (Briggs et aL. L969). The dÍfferences between the

neru and old sets of receivers are listed below.
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(1) Provision of an output for the 455 kHz I-F. signal.

(2) Use of a ne\¡¡ mechanical filter, which increases the

receíver bandwidth f.rom 22 kHz Èo 28 kIJz, thus

allowing the use of narro¡¿er transnitter pulses which

allor.¡s better range resolution.

(3) Improved matchíng bet¡¿een different Teceiver stages

which increased the mâxi¡nr.un gain fron 106 db to 126 db.

(4) The use of specially selecÈed transístors which were

found to be necessary for receiver stability at high

gain settings.

Table 3.1 strmmarises the performance characteristícs of a

typical receiver and allows a comparison between the original and new

receivers to be made.

TABLE 3.1

Maximun gain

A.G.C. control range

Image rejection

Noise figure

Bandwidth (6 db points)

Signa1 to noise ratio

(1 uvolt input)

01d New

106 db

75 db

32 db

9db

22 kEz

4zL

126 db

0db

43 db

7db

28 kEz

4:I
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The local oscillator \ras cournon to all receivers and provision

was made for it to be used either in a continuous or in a pulsed mode

(pulse widths weïe variable in the range 50 to 300 Pseconds). Pulsed

operations had the effect of suppressing the receiver output at all

times except when the local oscillatoï rllas "ontt' Ihus, by adjusting

the delay of the 1oca1 oscillator pulse relative to the transmitted

pulse any ionospheric echo (firsÈ hop, second hop etc.) could be obser-

ved and the others rejected. This greatly símplified the task of selec-

ting the correct pulse from those received by the receiving transducers,

which included reflectíons of the acoustic signals from the top and

bottom of the tank (see section 3.10).

Círcuit diagrams and additional noËes relati-ng to the design

of the receivers and the loca1 oscí11ator are contained in Appendices

2 ar.d 3.

3.7 TIIE POST-DETECTOR RECEIVER CIRCUIT

The detected outputs from the receivers and from the so callecl

aurplífying and detecting círcuits (which processed the signals from the

receiving array of transdrr".t"; see fig. 3.2) had to be converted into

a suítable form for recording. The outputs from both these circuits

consisted of a pulse, Èhe amplitude of which varíed slowly l¡ith tíme'

In the case of the receiver outputs thíswas due to the normal fading of

¡þg echoes, and for the amplifier and detector outputs the variations were

caused by changes in the amplitude and the dírection of arrival of the

ionospherically reflected signals. The major function of the post-

detector receivers was then to produce a slowly varying d.c. voltage with
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an ampliÈude proporÈional to the input pulse (derived from the

detected outpuË of the receiver or frop the amplífying and detec-

ting circuits). This d.c. signal was Ëhen used to drÍve the light

emítting diodes and also to provide the input to the 100 channel

digitiser for the magnetic tape records. Gne further output I^Ias

produced. This was the control signal for the voltage controlled

attenuators, which was produced by cornparíng the slowly varying

d. c. output with a reference 1eve1 and producing a signal (propor-

tional Èo the difference) vrhich was then fed to the attenuators so

that the difference r^tas minimised. Ihe time constant of this feed

back loop was variable, but for the eryerirents described in this

thesis a value of about 100 seconds r¿as used. Consequently thís

had little effect on the nornal fading of the ionospheric echo which

has a "períod" ín the range 1 to 20 seconds.

A diagram of this circuit may be for¡nd in appendix 4.

3.8 TRA}ISDUCERS AND TRANSDUCER HOLDERS

Considerable effort ldas direeted ínto finding a suitable

type of transducer and developíng a transducer holder so that the Èwo

used together had the characterístics required for the experiment. '

The desired properties were,

(1) A band¡¡idth at least as great as the ïeceiver band-

r¿idth, i.e. greater than 28 kIIz.
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(2) Reasonable efficiency (so that cheap and simple

driving circuíts could be used).

(3) A polar diagram, wide enough to "illuminate'r the

tire transducer receiving axray and narrow enough

to avoid t'wasting" acoustic energy. For Èhis a beam

width of approximately 6o Lo the half Por¡ler points is

required. Thís is deterninect by the diameter of the

receiving array of transducers and by the dl-mensions

of the tank.

(4) Reasonably robust with the abílity to oPerate under

trater.

The first transducer tested ldas a disk, 1 cm in diameter and

approxÍmateLy 2 nrn Ëhick, made of a ceramíc uraterial (PZT-54). It

was nominally resonant in a Èhíckness node at I MIIz. UnforÈr:nately

the small second harmonic content of the 455 kP'z driving signal was

sufficient to excite the transducer in its resonant mode with Ëhe

result thaÈ measurements of the frequency response of the transducer

indicaËed the presenee of t i."orr^r,ce peak at 455 kïz. In practice

the signal emitted by this type of transducer, when driven at 455 kEz,

hras very dÍstorted and contained more porÀrer at the second harmonic than

at the driving fr:equencY

The obvious possibilíty of using the transducers at resonance

r.ras considered and although a bandr¿idth (to .the half power points) in

excess of 30 kHz was obtainable, the value of the resonance frequency

could not be guaranteed (by the manufacturers) to within less Èhan
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+ 32 which is equivalent to an error of + 14 kHz at 455 kH,z.

The transducers finally selecÈed ¡¡ere disks of PZT-5H

(similar to PZT-54), one cm ín diameter and approximaËely 3 mn

thíck and nominally resonant, in a thickness mode, at 600 kHz. The

"frequency response" r^tas measured in the following way: a paír of

transducers, separated by 1.65 rnetres in a tank of water, were used

as a transmitter and receiver. The ouþut from a varíable frequency

signal generator (output impedance 50 ohns) was pulse modulated (Pulse

duration approxímately 100 U seconds, repetitíon rate 50 Hz) and used

to drive the e¡nítting transducer. The anplitude of the signal received

by Èhe second transducer \tas measured. Fig. 3.8 is a plot of the nor-

malísed anplitude of the received signal as a function of frequency in

the range 430-630 kEz. It can be seen that the amplitude of the signal

received at the working frequency (455 k}/.z) is smaller, bY a factor of

about 10, Èhan that received aË the resonance frequency, however the

response is relatively flat in this region. It should be noted that no

attempt has been made to a1lor¿ for the f,act that, due to diffraction

effects, Èhe transducer beam'paÈterns reduce in width as the frequency

is Íncreased. This leads to an apparett inerease in the "tranducer

effÍcíency" which is misleading Íf the Èerm is to be thoughË of as the

efficiency wi-th whích electrícal energy is converted to acoustic energy.

As well as measuring the "frequency response" of the transdu-

cers, the polar diagrams were also measured by using a pair of trans-

ducers, one of r.rhích could be rotated in the horízontal plane about an

axis perpendicular to the line joining the tr,ro transducers. Iig 3.9 is
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a plot of the relative signal strengths received by the movable

transducer for different orientaEions (0). Also plotted is the

theoretical polar diagram, calculated from díffraction theory,

assrning that a signal of wavelength 0.32 cn (wavelength of

455 kl1rz ultrasound in water) Ís being emitÈed from a circular

apertgre 0.9 cm in díameter (effective díameter of the transducer

in the transducer holder).

comparison of the two curves índicates that the main lobe

of the actual polar diagram is well described by the appropriate

theoreËical formula.

A number of dÍfferent designs for Ëransducer holders were

considered. lhe one actually used is depicted in fíg. 3.10. The

mount consisted of a hollow, stainless steel tube with a very fine

external thread (48 turns per inch) ¡¡hich allor¡ed Èhe holder to be

screwed into a stainless steel plate and íts position relatíve to

the plate accurately adjusted (see frontispiece). The transducer r¿as

held in place by a brass ínsert and a teflon washer, which pushed the

transducer against a rÍdge at the extreme end of the stainless steel

tube (see diagram). The radiating face of the transducer, which was

at earth potential , r¡ras protected fro¡n the trrater by covering it with

an epoxy resin. The 455 kHz signal tras applied to the transducer by

a short length of enamelled wire feeding through a hole in the brass

insert and soldLred on to the centre of the back face of the trans-

ducer. The other end of this v¡ire was soldered on to a Belling-Lee

line connector whích was attached to the brass insert. Signals from
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the Èransducer driving circuíts !üere carried by coaxial cables about

3 metres long to the Bellíng-Lee line connectors on the Ëransducer

holders.

. The receiving transducer holders on the plate at the bottom

of the tank r¿ere of the same type and were adjusted so that the top

surfaces of the transducers 1ay in a plane parallel to the bottorn of

the tank. The external threads on the holders were then coated with

a sealing naterial (Locktite) r^¡hich set hard and produced a l¡Iater

tighÈ joint. The transducers in the receiving array could thus not be

easily adjusted.

No sealant hras used with the top (emitting) array of trans-

ducers and theÍr positions relative to the plate could be adjusted.

The friction of the Belling-Lee plug and the cable was suffícient to

prevent Èhem from moving once in positíon.

3.9 TRANDUCER DRTVING CIRCUITS AND RELATEÐ CONSIDERATIONS.

Before considering the design of the transducer dr:iving

ci.rcuits it is necessary to calcutrate an order of magníÈude estimate

of the way in r¿hich the voltage appearing across the receiving trans-

ducers is related Lo the driving voltage. This calculaÈion is easily

accomplíshed using standard forrnulas which relate the porver ouÈput of

a transducer to the driving voltage (see for example Hueter and Bolt

19ss).

The power (W) radiaËed by one transducer, when driven by a

driving voltage wíth an R.M.S. value of Vr, is given by the following
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approximate equation

TÑ N 4 x 1O-4 V 2 (watts)
T

Making sirnplifying assrnnPtions about the transducer polar

díagrams (see fíg. 3.9), and knowing the separation of the trans-

mitting and receivíng arrays of transducers, ít is possíble to cal-

culate the mafmum intensiËy of sound Io'r* at the receiving arTay

(assuming perfect focussing). This ís foun<l to be given by

I x I.2 x 10-a v 2. (watts .r-2)
max T

Since the inËensity of Sound in the image plane Ís known,

the force (F) on the receiving transducers may be calculated arrd the

corresponding sígnal produced (V*) can be determíned. tr{e find

v
R = 1.1 x lo-t ur.

The design of the driving circuits and of the circuits r,¡hich

amplify and detect the signals from the receiving transducers are

related. Clearly the larger V, is the smaller the gain of the arnplí-

fying and detectíng circuits needs Èo be.

A circ.uiË diagram of the dríving sÈage is shovm in Appendix 5.

The maximum voltage V, ávailable from this circuit \{as aPproximately

35 volts (100 volts peak to peak).
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3.10 DESIGN CON SIDERATIONS TOR T}IE TANK

The general appearance of the tank can be seen in fig 3'3

and fig 3.11 is a schematic diagram showing the essential features

and dimensions. The parts of the tank r¡hich come into contact with

the water were made of stainless stee1. As the photograph indicate-s

Ehe tank was supported on three legs, which had adjusËable lengths, to

facilitate levelling. The tank when full weíghed approxirnately 1200 kg

and the laboratory floor rllas strengthened to support this weíghË.

There aÍe a number of design variables which tletermine tlle

dimensions of the tank. These will be considered Ín more detail ín

chapter 5. IË trill suffice here to say that the length of the tank is

determined by,

(1) the fíe1d of view of the ínstrument,

(2) the ratio of the diameter of the antenna array to the

diameter of the emr'-tting atl.ay of transducers'

(3) the ratio of the radio wavelength to the acoustic

wavelength,

(4) the diameter of the recei-ving transducer array '

tr^líth the values chosen for these quantities the requíred length

of the Ëank was 1.65 metres.

If the wal1s of the tank had been perfect absorbers of acoustic

energy then Ëhe diameter would need to be no larger Èhan the size of the

largesÈ transducer array. ilowever the uetal parts of the tank are very

good reflectoïs and it is necessary to ensure that unwanted reflections

do not interfere with the acoustic Ímage-
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The problem of examíning all possible reflectíons and

determining what effect they wíll have is complex, and wíll not be

dealt with in detail here. Ilor¿ever the followíng arguments will

suffice to show that unwanted reflections do not degrade the system.

Two types of reflecËions occur r¡ithin Ëhe tank and these

will be considered separately in two cåtegories:

(1) reflections betl¡een the top and bottom of the tank,

(2) reflectíons fïom the curved sides of the tank.

A signal from the enitting array of transducers will always

undergo a refl-ectíon of type (1). If a monitor transducer in the

receiving array is used to detect signals from the emiÈting aîtay,

then the fírst signal to be deÈected is the direcË puise whÍch will be

delayed by approximately L.2 m seconds, because it has to travel through

the 1.65 metres of ¡nrater thaÈ separate the two arrays. If there are no

wall reflections then the next signal to be detected will occur approxi-

mately 2.4 m seconds later, and will be caused by the direct pulse

being reflected up to the top of the tank and back again. Usually one,

and very occasionally two of these types of reflections are observed

(see fig. 3.L2). Clearly reflections of this type will not interfere

except for pulses with extrernely long durations. However they do

prevent the system from being used in a continuous mode, such as would

be required for normal use in radio astronomy. By using the pulsed

local oscillator, a continuous input at the antennas can be converted

ínto pulsed signals and wíth this modificatíon the system can be used

for radio astronomy.
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IÈ should be noted that reflections of type (1) are

dífficult and probably ímpossíble to elimin.ate, because, even if

the material of the tank were perfectly absorbing, ::eflectíons will

occur between the two arrays of transducers, which can not be made

of a non reflecting material.

Reflections of type (2) (r'-all reflection) witl only occur'

if the emitting array of transducers is trausmitting at an angle of

gïeater than 12o (see fig. 3.11). Since the first null of the polar

diagram of the Ëransducers does not occur until approximateLy 24",

then it is clear that reflections of this type are to be expected.

Fig. 3.13 is a photograph of an oscilloscope display í1lus-

trating the appearance of the signal received by a transducer when a

single transducer in the ernitting array is used as a transnitter.

The photograph shorvs quite clearly the direcÈ signal which ís follov¡ed

by a wall reflection, which has a comptricated structure because the

resultant signal is contributed to by reflections from dífferent parts

of the curved walls of the tank. The delay between reception of the

direct pulse and the echo is'seen to be slightly greater than 100 pseconds 
"

This indicates that the signal has taken the shortest possible route,

involving one wall reflection, to the receiving Èransducer. This is the

route ABC shown on fig. 3.11. Other wal1 reflections with larger delays

do occur but are not shown here.

At first síght, from this argrænent, it would seem that the

naximum duratíon for a signal that can be used as en input to the

system is approximately 100 pseconds. Ilowever, Íf the problem is to be
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treaüed realistically, ít is the polar diagram of the entire emitting

ar:ray of transducers that must be cc¡nsidered r¿hen detennining the

effect of type (2) echoes, and not sirnpl] the polar diagram of a

single transducer. Thus ít is appropriate to examine the amplitude

polar dÍagram of the emittíng transducer array. Fig. 3.14 is a sche-

matic representation of this pattern in pola.r coordínates. This

figure has been calculated assumíng that each transducer is driven by

a signal of the same amplitude and phase. (The computer prograrn usecl

fo:: the calcrrl-atÍons requÍ.reC in the productíon of fig. 3.1-4 is dis-

cussed briefly in chapter 5.) It can be seen that grating sídelobes

of the transducer array will give rise to ¡¿all reflections. The míni-

mum delay between the direct pulse ancl these r,¡all reflections can be

calculated (frorn the geometry of the situation) and is found to be

approximately 160 useconds. If plane wave radio signals are incideni

on the antenna array from directions other than the zenith then the rrew

beam pattern j-s obtaíned by roaËating Ëhe paÈtern shown in fig. 3.14.

For example, a plane wave incident on the array from a direction which

make an angle of 28" røith the zenith, will produce a pattern similar: to

that shown except that it is rotated through approximatel.y 3o so that

the main lobe intersects the bottom of the tank at the edge of the

transducer receiving array.

Fig 3.12 shows that in practice two wall reflections are

observed and that the delay between the wanted signal and the first

wall reflection ís approximately 200Useconds. The amplitude of the

wall reflections relative to the wantäd signal can also be cletermined
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from this figure and it can be seen that they are small compared

with the wanted sígnal. From this discussion the followíng

conclusions can be made.

(1) Provided the input pulses have a duration of less {-han

approxirnately 160 Useconds, then there will be no ínterfelence

betr¿een the ¡vanted sígnals and wall ref lections.

(2) If the durarion of the input pulses exceeds 160 pseconds

then wall reflectíons will interfere r¿ith the wanted signal and small

errors in amplítude may result. It should be possibl-e to reduce the

amplitude of the wall reflections by roughening the rvalls of the tank

or usingbaffles perpendicular to the tank rval-1s. 'Ihese may prcve desirabla

if the instrument is to be used for radio astronomy. However for the

experimenÊs described here these modifications have not proved

necessary.

3.11 AMPLIFIERS AND DETECTORS

The purpose of these círcuits was to anrplify and detect the

signals produced by the transducers whÍch sample the acoustic lmage.

The output obtained then provides the input for one of the sets of Post-

detector circuits (see section 3.7). To avoíd loading the transducers,

the circuit was designed to have a high input ímpedance and to compen-

sate for the fact that not all the transducers had the same efficiency,

the gains of the circuíts were made variable in the range 0-40 db.
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3.L2 THE RECORDING SYSTEM

The modulus of the complex amplitude of the diffraction pattern

and of the focussed ímage l{ere recorded photographically using a

16 rnm (VINTEN) ciné camera. Filrns l^lere usually exposed at the rate

of 4 frames sec-l although exposure rates of 2 and l frames per

second were also possible. The usual "pl"y back rate" vras 16 frames

se"-I rePïesenting a t'speed uprr factor of four.

The arnplitrrde of the voltages of either the receivers or the

amplifying and detecting circuits could be digitised and stored on

magnetíc tape as a sequence of 89 sj-x bit numbers. To do this a

100 channel digítíser (eleven spare channels) was used. The sequence

of 100 numbers from the dígitiser \¡ras recorded by an incremental rnag-

netíc tape recorder approximately five times peT second. The data

flow was interrupted every 10 seconds and an end of record pulse and Ëhe

time from a crystal clock TáIere recorded.

MosË of the results analysed in this thesis will be photo-

graphic records although some examples of contour plots made from the

magnetíc tape records will 'be shown.
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CHAPTER 4

THE SETTING UP PROCEDURE

4.I IMRODUCTION

This chapter outlines the procedure Lhat has been used Ëo

adjusË the positions of Ëhe transrniËting transducers so that they

produce signals v¡ith the correct phases in the image plane.

4.2 T}IE PROBLEU

The signals available Ëo an experimeriter in the central

laboratory have the same phases and ampliÈudes (to viithi-n 6 db) as the

signals received by the dipoles. However, before these signals are applied

to the euriÈËíng t.ransducers they pass through the attenuators, the r.f.

stages of the receivers and the transducer drivíng circuits. It is inport-

ant that the driving signals should have the correcË relative phases anC

considerable effort, was direct.ed into measurÍng Ëhe phase characterisËics

of all of these uníts. It v¡as found thaË Ëhe attenuators introduced a small

variable phase erroï (up to -5o¡ wtÍch depended on the leve1 of atËenuaËion.

As far as Èhe receivers Ì^rere concerned it r¿as found that if a

pair of receivers had a cortraon signal applied to theír inputs then the

phase difference between the Ëwo intermediate frequency output signal-s

could be as large as 50o (even larger Íf the receivers were noË prop.rly

tuned)rThis phase difference rì7as found to vary with temperature but

under normal operaËing condiËions it was sÈable and shor+ed no detecÈable

drift (i.e. less than-30) over periods of several days. The temperaËure
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dependance of Ëhe receivers or"" 

"rr"U 
that for a typical paír, a

temperature difference of 20o, woul-d gíve rise to a phase change of

20o(angle) between tha output signals.In practíce the receivers

were all operaËed at close to Ëhe same temperature and any phase

changes due to temperature variations vrere approxi-mately the same

for all- receívers.

The transducer drÍving circuits, r,rhen properly tuned,

inËroduced no phase errors.

Thus the drivÍ-ng signal-s at the intermediate frequency

had large phase errors v¡hích r*ere stable excepÈ Íor a sma11 variable

component íntroduced by the attenuaËors. The stable part of this

error could have been compensated for electronical-ly but it was

found to be more convenienË to make the adjustment mechanically by

altering the positÍons of the emitting transducers so Ëhat the signals

in the image plane were cf the correct phase. The method used to

accompl-ish this is described ín the nexË sectíon.

4.3 THE PROCEDURE

(1) Using a surface guage the Ëransducer positions are

adjusLed so that they 1ie on part of the surface of a sphe::e whieh

has a radíus of curvature equal to Ëhe depth of the tank (I.65 metres)"

(2) A continuous wave sígna1 at 2 l{LIz is f ed ínto the inpu-ts

of the receívers using the símp1e matching netrvork show-n in fig. 4.L

Under these condíÈions all receívers have at their inputs, signals with

the same amplitude and phase.. Thus th,e arrangement simulates the effect

of a plane r,¡ave, incident from the zenith, on Ëhe antenna atray.
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(3) The 1ocal oscillator is sr-¡it,ched to operate iri the

pulsed mode and adjusted so that the I.I. ouÈputs of the receivers

consisË of approxirnaËe1y Gaussian euvelopes and with durations of

approxímately 50 Usecs" These signals, after passing through ühe

transducer driving circuits, are available for driving the appropriaËe

emitting Lransdrrcers .

(4) One particular transducer ís selected (referred to

from now on as the reference Ëransducer) and its posíËíon ís adjusted

so that sígnals leaving ít arrive at the cetìÈre transducer in the

receiving atray approxímately 25 Usecs ahead of pulses fro¡n the

other transducers. (A 50 ¡-rsec pulse of ultrasound ín wat.er is approx-

ímately 7 cm long, and Ëherefore the radiaÉing face of the reference

transducer is approximately 3.5 cm j-n front of the other transducers.)

The driving signal f6¡ the reference transducer i-s now applied and the

signal received by the centTe receivÍng transducer is monitored.
(5) An arbitrary transducer is selected and the appropriate

driving sígna1 Ís applied to it. The posítion of this transcucer is

adjusted until the monitored signal indicates Ëhat there is a phase

difference of 1B0o between the two signals, aË the positlon of the

centre receiving transducer. Fig" 4,2 sho¡,¡s the appearance of the

interference of two Gaussian shaped pulses which are displaced re1-

atíve to each other and with the phases of, their carrier signals

differing by 1800. A sharp null wí1I always be observed even Ëhough

Ëhe amplitudes of the Ërvo pulses may be different. It was found to

be more accurate to adjust the posi-tions of the transducers to obtain

a nul1 than to adjust f.or a maximuin. Usiug this method j-t is estimated
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that the resultanË phase errors, which arise from errors in Èhe posít-

ions of the emitting transducers, a:re less than l0o.

(6) The remaining 87 transduceïs are now adjusËed, indívid-

ually, using this same method.

(7) Finally the reference transducer is repositíoned and

adjusted so ËhaÈ the signal from iÈ inÈerfeïes construetively (at the

monitor transducer), r,ríth Èhe sígnals from any one of the other BB

transducers.

4,4 COM}MNTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The procedrrre described above is a faír1y quíck and effec-

tíve method ofrfsetÊíng up" Ëhe ímage-former. rË has Ëhe advantage

Ëhat any constant phase erroï, that may be j-ntroduced by either the

atËenuators, the receivers or the transducer drj_vers, is compensated

for. rn additíon, Ëhe maËching network, which provídes the simulaËed

plane wave input, enables a rapid and convenient check Ëo be made on the

performance of Èhe systela. For example, to perform this check all that

Ís required Í-s that a conËinuous sígnal , aE 2 MHz, be applied at the

point shor¿n ín fig. 4.I. The input to the receivers is now the same as it
would be if a continuous plane wave signal were incident on the antenna

array from Ëhe zenith. The output of the receivers can be converted

to a pulsed form by using the pulsed 1oca1 oscí11ator and the acoustic

image formed should have a maximum at the centre of the receiving array

of transducer,s. This can be checked eiËher visually, by looking aÈ the

light emittÍng diode display, or directly, by usÍng an oscilloscope

to measure the outputs of the receiving transducers. The whole pro-
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cedure ís sinple and takes less than 5 minutes to perform.

Several oÈher methods of comparing the phases from the

transducers r^7ere Ëriecl . It was concluded that Èhe uethod described

was the most accurate and conveníenË for this particular problem.
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CHAPTER 5

THEORY AND EVÁ],UATION OF PEPJOR}ÍANCE.

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter ís to examine ínmore detail

the principle of opelation of the image-forrn-ing system. Frorn these

consideraËions it will be possible to derive an expression relaÈing

the angle of arríval of a radio \,¡ave, (measured from the zeníth) and

the posítion in the Ímage plane of the corresponding acoustic image.

FurËher, a computer model whích simulates the action of the acoustic

part of Ëhe system will be descríbed. This model will be used to

evaluate theoretically the effect that varíou-s errors could have on

the overall performance of the system. Ifany workers, including

Rayleigh (1879), Ruze G952), E11iot (1958), Li (1959) and Bracer¿ell

(1961b), have studíed the effects that errors in phase and ailrplitude

have on the polar diagrams of antenna arrays, micror+ave focussing

systems and optical devices. Although the prÍnciples involved in these

studies are similar to thosq considered here it is not possible Ëo use

thís earlíer work directly, and a rather specíalised approach to the

problem has to be made.

5.2 DETERMINATION OF THE ANGLE OF ARRIVAL FROM THE ACOUSTIC IMAGE

Fig 5.1 is a schematic representation of a one dimensíonal

system which converts radio \'üaves into similar acoustic waves.
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The signal received by antenna (1) lags in phase the signal

received on antenna (2 ) bv Ó radians rrhere,

0= 2nd sinO 5.1I
R

and d - length of the antenna aÍTaY,

À* = radio wave length,

Q = angle of arrival of radio rraves.

Therefore the signal eurítted tw rfæ-d"""t (1) lags Ín phase

the signal emitted from transducer (11) by the same amount. With this

krrowledge, it can be seen that the length ô (see díagrarn) is given by

$=
d sine\

5.2I
R

where wavelength of the acoustic waves ín water.

Using equatíon 5.2 ít is possible to calculate 0t, the angle at whích

the acoustic plane wave is emitted from the transducel aTray (see fíg.

5.1). It can be seen that 0' is given by the expressíon

0t = "t."ir, { }- .!Lo!r¡ 
I J 5.3

where dt = length of the acoustic array.

Ài¿

The quantíty will be called a scaling factor.

Substituting values for d, dt, À" and l* for the instrument actually

constructed (namely d = 1km, dt = 18 eu, lln, = 0.32 cm, À* = 150 metres

dlr+

ã'ç )
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or 50 metres depending on the operatíng frequency) we find that

0f = arcsin { 0.119 sin0} for 2 lüIz

or O' = arcsin { 0.357 sin0} for 6 lüIz

Equation 5.3 indicates that Ll a 2 MHz plane radio wave is
,rt lf Ð

íncident on the antenna array\then j-t will be converted into a simi-
..\

lar acoustic wave leaving Èhe transducer arcay at an angle 0r = 3.2o.

By adjusting the transducer positions so Èhat they lie on part of the

surface of a sphere a focussing effect ís produced which is equivalent

to using an acoustic lens. If the radius of curvature ís R then radío

!'¡aves arriving et an angle 0 will produce an acoustic image having a

maximum in intensity at a point, displaced a distance x, from the

centre of the image plane, where x is given by

x = Rtan0l 5.4

Equation 5.3 can also be used as the basis for further dis-

cussion. For example, as !¡e have alread.y seen, the angle 0'at which

the acousËÍc plane wave is emítted from the array wíl1 not be the same

as 0 (the angle of arríval of the incident radio waves); í.e. there is

a scalíng factor involved which depends on dtrl", d and tr*. From a

general point of view all these quantítíes are varíable but for the

particular experiment described here I W,d ¿nd tr*are fixed and only the

quantity df is a design variable. If dr coul-d be made small enough then

the acoustic array could be made so that it exactly modelled the

antenna array i.e, the acoustic array would have a length to wavelength
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ratio the same as the antenna aTray. In this case the scalíng factor

would be one. Hovrever in practice thís r¿culd be difficult to achieve

because it would require very small transducers spaced very closely

together. In fact, to obtain a scaling factor with a value unity,

the diameter of the transducer arlray r,¡ould have to be approximately

2 cm. In any case there is no advantage to be gai.ned in doing this.

It can be seen from fig. 5.1, that for a given value of dr,

the field of view of the instrument will depend on the size of the

receíving Lransducer array and the distance of thÍs frorn the enútting

array. For the instrument actually construeted the field of view ruas

determined by the anticipâted ionospheric eonditíons and for convenj-ence

it was decided that both the emitting and receíving arrays should be of

the same size. Thus the separation of the transducer arrays is deter-

mined and hence the focal length of the emítting arTay is also fixed

and this fixes the length of the tank. If eíther one of the arrays carr

be move-d, in the horízontal plane, as is the case wíth the present

equipment, then although the angle of view cannoÈ be changed, the

actual fíe1d of view can be varied. In other words the centre of the

field of view does not have Èo be direcÈed towards the zenith.

One further point that can be made is that in the conversion

of the acoustic image into a useful form, care nust be taken to ensure

that the image is sampled on a fine enough grid so that no ínformation

is losË. The density of sampling lrith Êhe present equipmenÈ is best

seen by referring to fíg. 5.7. From this figure it would seem that a

cross section of the peak in the acoustic image ís sampled by three
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transducers, but in f act the instrumerit is tr,¡o dimensional and a

total of five transducers are actually usecl to sample each peak in

the image.

" At this point it is relevant to mention that at 2 YIHz xtre

resolving po\¡rer of the instrument r¿hich is determined by the beam

width of the antenna array is approxirnately 9o and the fíeld of vierv

is (norma11y) ! 28" from the zenith. Thus there are approxirirately

27 independent ímage points r¿hich is the saløe as sayíng that the

ínstrument measures the angular spectrum in 27 independent directions.

If the system is operaËed on 6 MHz, then although the resolving por,rer

is improved by a factor of 3, the field of view ís correspondingly

decreased. This occurs because the scaling factor (see equation 5.3)

Ís changed by the decrease in the value of ì*, which occurs in changing

to the higher frequency.

5.3 THE COMPUTER MODEL

The operatíon of the acoustic stage of the image-forming system

can be simulated using a com?uter program, and Èhis provides a convenient

method of testing the effects that various imperfections (e.g. errors

ín phase and amplitude ímposed by practical consideratÍons) r^¡il1 have

on the system's performance. It is also helpful to know what tolerances

are required in order that a satísfactory performance may be achieved.

The output of the image-forming system is a focussed acoustíc

image which is formed by the interference between the signals emitted

by 89 piezo-electric transducers, whích, ideally,1ie on part of the

surface of a sphere. Tåe phase and amplitude aË any point in the image
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is calculated by adding together (taking proper account of phase)

the contribution due to each transducer. If this calculation is

performed a Iarge number of times at a grid of points in tl-re image

plane then the form of the acoustíc image can be studied. Fíg. 5.2

illustrates the geometry of the problem. Two planes, parallel to

one another and separated by a distance equal to Ëhe focal length

of the system, are defined. The top plane is divided Ínto an l-1 x 11

grid, each poiirt of rvhich has coordinates ("r, l,o). These poínts

represent the positions of the emitting transducers before they have

been adjusted to lie on the focussing surface. On the second plane,

another, more c1-osely spaced grid of points ís defined. These have

coordinates (x,, y.) and are the points at which the acoustic image'a'-J'

is to be calculated. The positions of the poinËs in the grid on the

upper plane are no\^/ dísplaced vertically by dífferent amounts so that

the points lrle on part of the surface of the focussing sphere.

It is no\^r a straight forward, but messy, geometrícal problem

to calculate the distances from each point on the upper surface to

each poinË in the lorver plane. For the actual instrument a total of

892 such distances are involved, but for the computer model the number

of grid points Ín the upper and lower surfaces are I21' and 44L respec-

tively. Therefore the number of distances actually calculated is much

(xr, l,n) and (xr, r, )larger (53,361). The distance between the point

will be represented by Ëhe sl.rnbof tlÏ .
r_J

Having described the geometry of the situation it is now

possible to v¡rite dor.m a formula for the quantity that is actually
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calculated in th¿ ímage plane. Thís is as follows

Ir

I
l= ¡. )

5.5
1 m=l

vrhere F(x,, y,) = a complex function representing the phase andrJ
aTnpliËude of the acoustic image,

A(xg, In) = a real function descríbing the amplitude of

the signal from each transducer,

and the other quantities have already been defíned. (Note for cer-

taín grid poínts, A(t1, y*) ís set equal to zero)" Calcuiations of

this Ëype are easíly undertaken using a digítal conputer. Fur:ther

teïms can be i.ntroduced into 5. 5 to take into account the beam pat-

terns of the índívídual- transducers. Also changes to the model can

be introduced to símul-ate errors in the positíons of the transducers.

These result ín a more compl-icated equation which wj-l1 not be written

down here.

The equatíon 5. 5 and f ig. 5.2 aLLow an interesting cornpari'-

son to be made between a conventional phased artay and an acoustic

image-forming system. It will be recalled that to direct the beam

of a phased array in a given direction a certaín combínaiion of phase

or delay netltorks must be used to íntroduce phase shifËs Ínto the signals

froru each antenrra before Ëhe summing netruork. For the image-forming systelr

a given point in the image plane corresporids Ëo signals arriving from a gí-ver:

directj-on, thus there is an obvious analogy bet¡¿e-en the dístances

lm.rT,. r¡rhrch are r-ntroduced by geometrical factors ín an image-forming
r_J

system and the phase or delay netr^rorlcs usedby a phased array..

f(xr, fr) I e("L, Y*) exp
\"/
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In practice the calculated iruage can be displayed ín a

number of ways. For detail-ed study ít is useful to Present the

ímage as a set of numbers arlanged in a matrix corresponding to the

gríd points. The figures may be used to produce cross sectional

ploËs, usually, of the modulus of the ccmplex amplitude of the acoustic iroage.

If less detail ís required then contouï plots can be drarvn. An alter*

native display method, which has been used here, is to Present compu-

tert'drannmtt density plots. Here ten dífferent "shades of grey" are

used to ïepresent the amplitude of the signal at different points ín

the grid. ThÍs type of clísplay provídes a TepÏesentation v¡hich ís

sinilar Ëo that presented by the photographic records, except that in

this case regíons of hígh acoustic ampl-ítucle are represented by dark

aïeas. For the photographic records the opposíte is true.

5.4 THE EFFECT OF TIIE TMNSDUCER BEAM ?ATTERNS

Ideally the tïansducers should be isotropíc sources ot

acoustíc signals, however in chapter 3 it rn¡as shown that the experi-

mentally measured polar diagram ís closely described by the pattern ex-

pecËed from dif f raction theory, and Ëhe pattern ís therefore not ísotropic.

To test the effect of this on the acoustic ímage the compu-

ter program üras used to calculate the modulus of the complex amplitude of the

acoustic fj-eld over the receíving transducer aTray. It was foun{ that,

if a plane r^rave ís incidenË from the zenith, then the error introduced

by the non isotropic transducers is less Xlnat 6% withÍn Ëhe fíelC of

view of the instrument. This \,¡as considered to be negligible.

The result is not surprísing since the transducers have
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polar diagrams that are consíderably broader çt24o )than the angle

subtended by the receiving arlay of transducers at the emitting

transducers ('u6 .4') .

All modelling "experiments" referred to from now on inc-

lude the effect of the non isotropic transducers '

5.5 TilE EFFECT OF RANDOM PITASE ERRORS

In chapter 4 ít was expl-aíned that the positions of the

focussing transducers could be adjusted to compensate for any phase

errors that might be íntroduced by the attenuatorsr the ::eceívers

or the transducer drívers. The accuracy with which'the transduce::s

can be posítioned is such that the resulting phase errors are l-ess

¿¡3n t 10o. However in practice, when the system Ís operating, the

attenuator control voltages are allov¡ed to vary and further (variable )

phase erroïs of up to t 5" rnight be introduced. Thus an estinate for

Èhe total phase eïïoÏ ín the emitted acoustíc signal-s is t 15o.

Using the computeï program to simulate the system ít ís

possible to determine the effect that errors of this type will have.

Fíg. 5.3 and 5.4show cross sectíonal plots and two dimensÍonal den-

sity plots of the acoustic ímages that would be formed by systems

introducing random phase errors of differing amounts. It is ímpor-

tant to point out that the errors (t A0) referred to in these díagrams

are not a1ns.êrïoïs but are maximum erroïs. Further, the error distri-

bution function Ís such that, for a quoÈed error of t A$, the phase

error of the emitÈed signals can l-íe any-røhere i¿ithín the range t A$
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r+rith equal probability, however no errors will fal-l outsíde this

range. The phase errors v/ere generated from a eomputer library

function which produced random uncorrelated numbers. It was aPprop-

ríate that the phase errors should be rrncorrelated because the error

in the position of any transducer is índependent of the Posítions of

the neighbouring transducer. If the focussíng artay had been a contin-

uous surface then thÍs would not have been the case.

The density plots show that there is lÍttle deterioration in

image quality until the phase eïroïs (1 AÓ) are of the order of t60o.

Note that there ís a pointíng errot of 2.8o for AÖ = 120o.

The cross sectíonal plots depicted ín fig. 5.3 show that

phase errors also affect the "gain" of the acoustic array. The

density plots have been normalized and therefore this effect is not

apparent ín this form of display.

5.6 TI1E EFFECT OF RANDOM AMPLITUDE ERRORS

The most important source of this type of error occurs

because different transducers have different efficiencies. The histogram

in fig. 5.5 shor,rs how the relative efficíencíes of the emitting trans-

ducers are distributed. The hisiogram was obtaíned by drivíng each

transducers in turn with the same sígna1 and monitoring the amplitude

received by a single transducer in the receiving array. The relative

"emÍtting effíciency" (x) has then been defined (for thís hísËogram) as

the arnplÍtude of the received signal (A) dívided by the nean amplitude

(Ã) of the monitored sígnals.
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Ihe effecË of these errors on the acoustic image ís

studied ín the same !üay as the effect- of phase erlors. Fig. 5.6

shows a series of density plots drawn for different amplítude errors'

t 
^4. 

Once again, for simplicity, the error distribution function

has been chosen so that any error within the range Ã t ¡n has an

equal probabilíty of occurríng and errors outside this range do not

occur. From these plots ít can be seen that quíËe large errors in

ampl_itude can be tolerated. The effect of errors of a slightly

different kÍnd, caused by the failure of eiËher a Èransducer drivíng

cÍrcuit oï a tïansducer, were also investígated. In thís particular

type of fail-ure the emÍtting transducer emits no signal. The density

plots show that thís can happen to seveTal- Èransducers wíthout pro-

ducing any serious deterioraËion of the acot¡stic image.

So far 1n thís study we have been concerned with the effect

that ímperfections in the focussing part of the system may have on

the acoustíc image but errors aïe also irnportant in the conversion of,

the acoustíc ímage ínto a visible forn. IÈ Ís known that dífferent

transducers have dÍfferent efficiencies and if these dífferences vlere

not compensated for then serious dj-stortion of the inage would result.

For this reason the gaíns of the amplifying and deteetíng circuits are

variable and have been adjusted to a1lor¿ for the differences between

receiving transducers. In order to do this a síngle transducer is

used to radiate to the receíving array and the gains of the arnplífying

and detecting circuits are adjusted so Êhat Ëhey all give the same

output.
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5.7 THE EFFECT OF DELAYS

The computer assumes a continuous wave ínput for the system

and the effects of internal reflections are ignored. In practice the

system is pulsed, and for the acousÈíc image to be forrned, it is

necessary that the contributíng pulses overlap over a signifícant

portíon of their l-engths. To check that thís occurs a study must be

made of the delays íntroduced by various parts of the system íncluding

the feeder ca.bles, the tank and the delay caused by the dsinO component

whích ís characterisËÍc of al-l phased arrays (see fíg. 5.1).

In practice it ís ciiffícult to calcul-ate an exact value for

the maximum difference in the delay between signals being processed by

different channels ín the system. However an upper 1írnít can be found

by adding together the maximum delays which can occur at each stage.

It is found, thaË provided the angle of arríval- of incomíng signals

does not exceed 2Bo (from the zenith) then the maximum deLay wíll noc

exceed 10 ¡lseconds. This is in fact an over-estimate because delays

in the acoustic part of the system will partially compensate for the

delays that occur ín earlier'stages.

Ihus pulses with durations of 50 pseconds r^ril-l overlap over

approxímately B0Z of theír lengths in the image plane and pulses

received by neighbouring antennas i-n the array wílI overlap over approxí-

mately 98"/" of their lengths. Therefoïe no serious degradation of the

ímage should occur from operation Ín a pulsed mode provided the pulses

have durations of not less than say 50 pseconds.
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5.8 DEPTH OF TOCUS

The "setting-up" procedure, described in chapter 4, out-

lines the method by whích the focussing transduceTs are posítioned.

It is apparenË from this descriptíon that the transducers are

adjusted so that the image plane lies ín the same plane as the trans-

ducer receíving aTTay. In other words the focal 1-ength of the system

is adjusted so that the ímage plane lies ín the desired position.

Thus sínce the receiving transducer alray automatically lies in Ëhe

image plane, then from a praetical point of vievr, the depth of focus

is not important. Nevertheless Ít is inËerestíng to examine the

qualíty of the írnage in planes which are para1-lel to the image plane

but at different dístances from the focussíng alray. Fíg. 5.6 shows

the appearance of the compuËer calcúlated image at l-.52 metres and

l-.78 metres from the focussing array; both show some broadening when

compared with the ideal ímage (see fig.5.4, A0'= 0), which is pro-

duced in a plane 1.65 metres frorn the focussíng array.

5.9 DEPTH OF FIELD

Ihe dísctrssion,; so far in this chapter, has assumed that the

ionosphere is at infinity and that the I'best Ímage" will lie in the

focal plane af the focussing array. This is equivalent to assumíng

that a point source of radio \^taves ín the ionosphere will give rise

to plane r¡rave fronts incÍdent on the array. If the point source is

assumed Ëo be in the E region (height of 100 krn) then ít is easy to

show that thephase errors acïoss the antenna array, which arise from
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appïoximating the actual wave by a pJ-ane vlave' are of the order of

3o, (even less for the F region) and it has already been shown

(section 5.5) that errors of this order have littl-e effecË on the

image quality. Of course, if the ínstrument is intended to operate

as a tl¡o dimensional Fourier transforsler, then in order to obtaín

the angular spectrum of the returned energy' it is theoretically

correct for ít to be focussed "for infiníty" r.rhatet¡er the actual

height of the ionosphere may be.

5.10 COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORETTCAL AND ACTI]AI I}ÍAGES

It is ínteresting to compare the image obtained by the

actual instrument usíng a simulated plane wave input ¡¿ith that

produced by the computer model when,proper account has been taken

of the eïrors ín phase and amplitude r¿hich will exist ín the real

system.

As an approximaËion to the real system the simulation

program has been used to calcul-ate the image obtained when a plane

wave from the zeníth istrprocessedrrby an instrument which introduces

phase errors of t 15o and amplitude errors of !5O"Á. In addition to

these errors, random amplítude errols of up to ! I0% have been íntro-

duced Ínto the calculated acoustíc image to a1low for the distortion

that may be íntroduced in the converting the image into either the

visible or digitised forrn. A cross seeËional plot of the result is

shown in fig.5.7. Also plotted on the sane fÍgure are two sets of

points which correspond to direct measurements made of the signals
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appearing on the transducers ín the North-South and East-I^Iest rows

of the receiving array. AË the time these measuTements were made

Ëhe input to the system \¡tas an arLific'ral p1-ane wave (see section

4.4).

display

time.

Fíg. 5.8 is a photograph of the light emittíng diode

(with and without the dÍffusing screen) made at the same

Fínally fig. 5.9 is a microdensitoneter trace of the

phorograph of the light emitting diode displ-ay with the diffusing

screen in place (see fig. 5.8). The shapeof this graph depends on

characteristics of the light ernitting diodes, the filrn and the

developing process, and it has been presented here for interest

rather than for comparison with other P1ots.

5.11 CONCLUSION

The discussion in the first part of this chapter has

sho¡,¡n how the angle of arríval of a radio wave (0) ís related to

position of the peak in the corresponcling acoustic image. The l-ater

part of the chapter has been concerned rnaín1y r¡ith discussing the

effects ttrat amplítude and phase errors wÍll have on the system.

Fina11y, some data are presented whích shor+ that the performance of

the sysËem is fairly close to that expected theoretically. Tn par-

ticular the resolving power of the system (beam width to the half

po!/er points) is approxirnately + 4.5" and the amplitude of the maximum

sidelobes ís approximately 14 db. down on amplitude of the mai-n 1obe.
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CHAPTBR 6

MODELS OF THE RET'LECTIOI.{ PROCESS AND SOME RESULTS

6.I INTRODUCTION

Before discussing Ëhe results that have been obtained ít is

useful to consider ín some detail how the data is measured and also

to consider some geomeËrical argurnents which may be used Èo de;velop

an unde::standíng of the relationship betr,reen Èhe quantities that are

measured and the coïresPonding ionospheric conditíons.

Some compuËer models of the reflection process will also be

considered ín this general díscussÍon and iÈ is shown, in secÈíon 6.3t

that all Ëhe differenË Ëypes of diffraction PaËterns that have been obs-

erved can be produced by the interference between a few specularly ref-

lected rays.

In sectíon 6.4 some geometrical aïguments, concerned with the

focussed image wí1l be presented. Later parts of the chapter (see sections

6.5 and 6.6) w-i11 be concerned with an examínation of the photographj-c

records which have been rnade of the different tyPes of díffraction

patËerns and angular spectra that have been observed.

Final-ly, ín sectior, 6.7, some theory which has been developed

for use ín oceanography and radar astronomy, will be considered. The

arguments presented r^¡i1l be concerned with Ëhe tteory of specular

reflecËíons from random surfaces.

6.2 THE QUAM ITIES MEASURED

IË has already been explaíned in chapter 3 that the ínfor-

maÈion obtaÍned from the system relates Ëo the strucÈure of the
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diffraction pattern over alL area of ground covered by the arrey

and to the form of the angular specÈrum of radio r4Taves received from

the reflecting layer. This information is recorded ín Ër,ro ways;

, 
(1) in analogue form on 16 m¡r cin6 film (normal photo-

graphing rate is four fraues per second),

(2) ín digital form on magneËic tape"

The photographic records contain informatíon abouË both the

angular spectra and the diffraction pattern. Horrever, with the present

experimental arrangement, the magnetic tape records contaín information

either about Ëhe diffraction paEËern or the angular spectrum. In most

cases the angular spectrum has been recorded.

For Ëhe Ëopics that are to be discussed in this thesis iË is

more convenient. to use the photographic records. However to provide sone

Índícatj-on of the use that can be made of the magnetíc tape records fig.6.1

is presented. This ís a se-t of three dífferent contour plots of the ang-

ular spectrum from an E region (100 krn) reflection as ïecorded in digital

form, on the magnetic tape recorder. These plots differ only in the number

'and the range over which the contours are plotted. Fig. 6. la shows 20

equally spaced levels plotted between 401l arrd I00Z of the maximum amp-

litude ín the image, 6.1b is a similar plot between 20% and 1002 of the

maximum amplitude, and 6. lc is a plot showíng 30 equally spaced levels

between O% and IOO7. of the maximum aurplitude in Ëtre image. Mucli of the

strucËure in thís plot (6.tc¡ is due to the- side Jobes of Ëhe instru-

ment. and Ís not indicative of the true structure of the angular spectrum.

The síde lobe l-evels are such that fi.g. 6.1b ís the opiimum presentation.
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6.3 PRELIMIN}ùìY DISCUSSION

76.

- SOi"iE ç,EOMETRTCAL ARGI]MENTS CONCETNING
TITE DIFFRACTION PATTERN.

The arguments considered here refer to the case ín which radio

v/aves, totally or partially reflected frou the ionosphere, can be con-

sidered as havíng been reflected from a discrete (group) range. Partial

reflection processes in r¿hich the reflecÈed power is returned from a

large volume of space, such as rnight oecur ín the case of reflections

from the D-regÍ.on, are not consÍdered.

The term group range j-s used here in its conventional sense,

i.e. if rr is the grogp range and r is the geometric range then,

r
rt = I u'(r) dr

o

where u'(r) = .h:i?:Êr"crive index of the ionosphere¡
along the ray path.

Fig. 6-2a ís a schemetic representat.ion of an oscilloscope

display referred to as an A-scan. The horizontal axis of the scan

refers to Èime and the vertÍcal axis dÍsplays the arnplified and detec-

Ëed signal received by a single dipole (used as the receiving element

of a fixed frequency ionospf,"ti" radat sounder). The first signal

received (on the left) is the ground çrave and the second is the first

reflection from the ionosphere, whích ¡rÍ11 be referred to in this

discussion as the echo. If the ionospheric reflectíon surface (which

for pracËical purposes is a surface of consÈant electron density) can

be considered to bes¡¡ooth then the ref,lection.will be specular and

ray theory can be applied. The ionosphere ean be considered to be

smooth in the neighbourhood of some point if the deviations of the
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reflecting surface from a tangent plane at that point are very much

less than the r¡avelength of the probing signal (150 ruetres at 2 lüIz).

Here the neighbourhood of some point is considered to be an approxi-

mately circular region surror:nding the point with an area equal to

that of the first Fresnel zone. Ãt 2 lffiz and at a rãrge of 100 kn

thís is an area approximately 7.7 krn in diameËer. At 250 km the

dÍameter is approxirnately L2.2 km. I^Iith this "definition" it can be

seen that on occasions parts of the íonosphere will give rise to

specular reflections ¡¿hile for oËherj parts this approximation will

not be appropríate (see chapter 7).

If the transmitter emits a pulse (with duration t) and

this is reflected from a single reflection point in the ionosphere, then

the duration of the echo will also be r. If, however, there are a

number of reflectÍon points at different (group) ranges then a

series of echoes will be returned each wíth different delays. This

will cause the received echo Èo be spread as shor*"n in fig. 6.2b.

Consider the case in which there aïe tt¡o reflectíon poi.nts and where díff-

erences ín the (group) ranges are greater than the length of the transmítted

fulse, then, ín this case the reflected pulses will not overlap and

two separate echoes will be observed, (see fig. 6.2c). If the two

pulses do overlap then the resulting echo will have a shape vrhich

will depend on the relatíve amplitudes and phases of the two echoes.

In Ëhis case a spread echo will be produced'

A single reflectíon point returning a signal to the receiving

array will produce a diffraction pattern whích will show no
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structuïe, since each anÈenna !ril1 be receivirrg a signal of the same

amplitude.

If there are t!üo reflection points and the dífferences in (group)

ranges are such Ëhat Ëhe echoes can overlap, Èhen the diffraction pat.tern wi-:

sho¡¿ a band structure, analogous to Youngrs interference fringes, with

the spacing of the bands beíng determined by the angular separation

of the reflection points. If the (group) range difference ís such that

echoes do not overlap then the band structure will not be present. If

the overlap is partial then only the overlapping parts of the echo ¡^rí11

extríbit the band or fringe structure, However, the electronic equip-

ment which is used to display the dj-ffraction pattern is such Èhat the

fringe structure, under these conditions, will be apparent but the

depth of modulation of the fríngeswill. not be correctly represented.

This argunenÈ may be extended to any number of reflection

points. Each pair of reflectíon points, which produce overlapping

pulses, can be shown to give rise to a set of fringes. The resultant

pattern Ís then the superposítion of these fringe systems, proper

account being taken of the phases of the signals being added. The

following very simple model can be used to shor,¡ that this is so.

Consicler the static situaËíon r"¡hich ís represented by fig. 6.3.

Ihree non-colínear reflection points (1,2 and 3), ¡Eith coordinates

(x1, yl, zt), (xz, yz, 22) and (x3, y3, zg), reflect circularly polariseti

radio \^raves back to the ground. I^Ie are interested in calculating the-

form of the diffraction pattern at a gríd of points ín the neighbourhood

of a central point B (see diagran). . r,et ihe amplitudes of the sígnals

received from the reflection points (1, 2 and 3) be At, A2 and 43.
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If a specular reflection nodel is assumed, then each

reflection point nay be considered to produce an approximately plane

\4rave at the array. In practice iÈ will be shor¡n that íÈ makes litÈle

difference in this problem whether the refleeted waves are considered

to be plane or spherical. The relaÈive phases of the reflected

hraves at tTre reflection points r'ri1-l depend on the distances from the

transmitter to these points. In the static case these phases can be

represented by þt, þ2, and $3'. The phases that the reflected waves

wíl1 have at the two dimensíonal grid of points (the gríd points have

coordÍnates x r y , 0) can be ealculated usíng a computer. Ignori-ng. nm- -ûm

the time dependent part, the wave fron reflection point (1) at

(x ¡ y , 0) in the grid can be represented mathematicall-y by thenm nm

term

A1 exP i(kt.rro,n + 0r)'

where,

i=/-I
kr 2n ûrÈ-¡=-

À

I = radio wavelength,

ût = a unít vector in the direction of propagaËíon

of the ¡rave f,rom Point (1),

rr =-a vector from reflection poínt (1) to the
-'nm

poínt (=o,o, I;r, 0) on the ground. For the

nodel lrl is a geometric distance and no
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attempt has been made Ëo a1low for varia-

tions of the refractive índex below the

reflectíon level.

The total- field strength at the point (*on,, Yrr,n, 0) fron (in

this case) the three contributing waves is equal to Arr* where,

nm
exp i(kr'.Einm + 0i) * A2 exp í(32.=zo, + 0z ) +A =41

A3 exP í(k¡,I3nm + 0g)

It should be noted that the E.r terrns, appearíng in Ëhe ex-

ponents, can be written in the form kr cosO where

k- Irl

ï= l'l
O = the angle between the vectors k and r.

In practÍce T¡Ie are ínterested in calculating the modulus of

the complex amplitude of the diffractÍon patËern at poínts defined on a

small area around B. If this region is a square, with sídes of 1 km,

wÍth the point B in the centre, then 0 wí11- be small and cosO will not

differ from 1 by more than 3 x 10-5 for an E-region model (even less

for F-region). Therefore the k.r terms can be replaeed by kr r";hichras

far as the phase of the wave is concerned, is equivalent to replacing

the plane waves from the refl-ectÍon points by spherical waves. I,ÍiËh

this approximatíon an analytical expression for the íntensity of the

diffraction pattern, (at the poínt (*rr*, yrro,, 0)), í.e. the square of Ëhe
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modulus of the complex amplitude, has Ehe form

o,'' = o? + AT + AZ + 2ArÐcos k(rrr, -.rr,'n) *

2A2A3Cos k(r2rrrn-r3o*) * 2A3A1Cos k(r3o -rto*).

The last three terms give ríse to the fringe structure. The

number of fringes produced depends on Ëhe number of reflection points

conËributing to the pattern. If there are k such reflection poÍnts

then k ! sets of fringes will- be produced.
z

Distance attenuation of the reflected waves has of course been

left out in this model, but since all the \d'aves are attenuated approxi-

mately equally Èhe forrn of the diffractíon pattern rn'ill not be affected

significantly.

A computer modelr' based on the mathematical treatment presented

above, has been used to produce contour plots whích show the structure

(modulus of the complex amplitude) of the interference pattern produced

by dífferent numbers of specularly reflected waves whose reflection

points are arranged in clifferent configurations. The pattern produced

by a síngle ray shows no amplitude varíations and ís therefore not shown.

Fig. 6.4 shows the sirnple fringe structure which results from the ínter-

ference between two specularly reflecLed rays. Fíg. 6.5 shows the pa!.tern

produced by three non colinear reflecEion points an<i Fig . 6.6 is a simi-

1ar pattern produced by a different confíguratíon of reflection poinÊs

and plotted on a different scale. Although these patterns have a regu-

1ar strucËure it is not irnmediately obvious that they contain three sets

of fringes 1-ying in differenÈ orientations. In fig. 6.6 the fringe
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orientations (determíned from a knowleûge of the positíons of the

reflection points) are sho$/n. It can be seen that the elongaËions

of the t'blobs" in the pattern are determined by the two seÈs of

fringes r,¡hich are most nearly parallel'

One further interesÈÍng result is Èhat if the Èhree reflec-

tion points ín Ëhe ionosphere 1, 2 anã 3 are approxima.Ëe1y centred

over a coincideirt transmitting and receiving system, í.e. Ëhe cir-

cumcentre of Ëhe triangle 123 ís vertically over the system, Èhen

Èhe crests of all three fringe systems ¡¿Í11 intersect at commori points

(see fig. 6.6) aÈ least ín the neighbourhood of the transmitti.ng and

receíving systeu. Thís statement can be seen Ëo be approxímately

true by lettíng the points 1, 2 and 3 be "sourcesrr of plane wavest

which arertemitte<i" r¿ith equal phases and are travelling in direcÈj-ons

such that they arrive at the receiving system. Each pair of uTaves

will produce a set of fringes, and for Ëhe conditions described' it

can be seen thaË if the three perpendicular bisectors of the sides of

the ÈriangLe I23 are projecËed on to tbe ground then Êhese projected

lines nrill be coincident with one of the crests from each of the three sets

of fringes and hence, in the diffracËion pattern, the frínges rn'í11-

intersecË at the projection of the cireumcentre of the Ëriangle 123 on

the ground. Since the three fringe systems are periodic then íË follows

that the strucËure of the patÈeïnr at the projected circumcentre, will

be repeat.ed. Thís result is Èrue' even if the waves from

l, 2 and. 3 axe not- rremitted" wíth the same phases. The only differerlce
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is that the projected circumcentre wil-1 not coincide wíth a point of

íntersection of three crests.

If four specularly reflected waves are contibuting to the

pattern then the result ís much more complex ancl in fact the structure

appears to be random. In thís case there are twelve sets of Super-

posed fringes and further not all the frínge crests íntersect in common

points. Fíg, 6.7 is a contour plot that illusÈrates this point.

Fina11-y fig. 6.8 shows the pattern that would be obtained Íf the four

reflectíon points were si-tuated at the corners of â square. This is

not of course, a situatj-on that r¡ould be expected to occur Ín practíce.

Many workers in the past (e.g. Booker et aL., 1950.and Ratcliffe,

1956) have assuned that diffractÍon patterns with apparently random

structures are produced by the interference betwee-n rays whích have a

continuous distribuËion of their angles of arríval. The angular po\¡/er

spectrum in this case is often assumed to have a Gaussían profile so

that off zenith dírectíons contríbute less poüter than those closer to

the zenith. Hor¿ever the ryork described above shows that the inter-

ference between four specularly reflected hlaves wÍ11- also give rise to

a random looking pattern. Thus it is not possible from observations of

the pattern structure alone, to determíne.which is the more realístic

ionospheric model. To do this direct measurement of the two dímensio-

nal angular spectrum is required.

Studíes of the diffraction pattern by Felgate (L969) shor¡ed that

on many occasions fri-nge structules '[lere observed and this supPoT-

ted the specul-ar reflection model. Tåe results reported in this thesis
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(see TABLE 6.2) and recent r^¡ork by Bror,mlie et al. (i973a) in

Brisbane also support the specular reflection model.

These results have ímportant consequences for experímenËs

r¿hich estimaÈe the ionospheric "dríft velocityl' from measurements

made on the diffraction pattern. For example' if the pattern is

formed by the interference of rays from a colinear set of reflec-

tion points then on1-y that component of Ëhe "drift velocity" whích

is perpendicular to the frínge system that ís produced, can be

measur:ed.

In addition another problem arises because movement of the

diffraction pattern can now be caused by the vertical or horizonÈal

motíons of the specular refl-ection points and these are not necessar:ily

the result of the l¡odil movement of ionization. A recent review

paper by Briggs (L972) discusses this problem in more detail.

A,nother important consequence of using a specular reflection

model is that the ol-der idea, that the "ssale" of íonosilheric irregu-

laríties Ís of the orde of a few hundred metres (Briggs and Phillips

1950)rmLlst be abandoned. These estimates rvere made using a model

which assumes that the angular distribution of the reflected waves

consists of a filled in cone rvíth a Gaussian prafile and further it is

assumed that the ptrase niodulation imposed on the reflected rvave by the

ionospl-reric írregularities is srnall (very much less than one radian).

If this is the case then it can be shown (natcliffe 1956), subject to

some conditions (see- Bríggs and Phj-llips, 1950), that the "scale" of the

irregularities at the reflecting layer is equal to the "sca1e" of the
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variations in the complex amplitude of the reflected r¡/ave. Ilere

the term "scale" Ís convenÈíona1ly taken to be the distance aÈ which

the autocorrelation function, of either the functíon descríbíng

the írre-gularirÍes or Êhe function describing the reflected wave
'1

field, fa1l to a value of.'/e. This resulÈ implíes that the scale of

Ëhe ionospheric irregularities can be estimated from Ëhe sËructure of

the (cornplex) diffraction pattern. Ho-sever if Ehe íonospheric

irreguLariËies are large, with "scales" of Ëens of kilometres such as

are required for specular reflection, then the phase modulatíon iurposecl

on the ref lected r,øave will usually be nuch nore, than one radían and

if this is so then the "scale" of the díffraction pattern wí1l be

much smaller th¿n ÈhaË of Ëhe ionospheric irr".egularitíes.

The Ímportant points thaË h¿ve beer: discussed in Ëhis section

may be sumnarísed as f ollows.

. (1) If the diffracÈion pattern is formed by the j-nËerference

between discretely reflected waves then the pattern wíl1 consisÊ of

fringes Ëhe spacings of which will depend on the angular separation

of Ëhe reflectíon points. .

(2) The duratíon of the echo provides an índication of the

(group) range differences between the reflecËÍon points whÍch in some

cases can be consídered to be a neasure of the angular spread. However,

deductions of this nature should be treated wiËh caution sínce it is

possible to imagÍne a curved reflectirg surface r'rith the receiving

a.ïxay at the cenËre of curvature, whieh r*'ould give rise to a broad

angular specltrum with very l-ittle range spreading. A similar situaËion
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could arise íf the distribuËion of ionizatíon below the refl-ection

surface r^ras such as to equalize the group ranges of the reflection

points.

(3) If the dÍffraction pattern Ís formed by the interference

of four or moïe specularly reflected rays then Èhe structure will

appear to be random.

(4) Finally, with the specul-ar reflectíon model ít will no

longer be true Èhat Ëhe "scale" of the ionospheríc irregularÍties

ís approximately the same as the "scalet' of the sËrucËure in the díffractj-oa

pattern.

6.4 PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION (2) - SOUE GEOMETRICAL ARGUMENTS

CONCERNED I{]TH TI{E FOCUSSED IMAGE.

Ihe discussíon so far has been confj-ned. to ¡vhat may be deduced

about the íonosphere and the angular spectra of reflected signals by

studying the diffraction patteln, and the echo on the A-scan. It will

be useful to pïoceed with a simílar discussion for the outpuÈ of the

image-formÍng system.

In the usual- mode of'operatíon, the ionospheric echo of ÍnÈerebt

(fírst hop, second hop, etc.) is selected-by adjusËing the delay of the

signal from the gated 1ocal oscillator, so that it occurs at the same

tíme as the e-cho. In this way the receiver outputs contain only the

selected echo. The ground pulse and other eehoes âre suppressed. Sup-

pression of Ëhe ground pulse is not tota1, but-under nost condítions iË

is well below the amplitude of the .selected echo.
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It r¿í11 be recalled that the sígual received by any gÍ-ven

transducer ín the ímage plane ís produced by a radio sígnal from

a given directj-on, and, in tl-re case of toÈa1 reflection, the radío

signal will have come from a reflection point at a r^rell defined

range. Therefore if the acoustic signal from one of the receiving

transduce-rs is displayed on an oscilloscope in the same I^7ây as aIì

A-scan then the echo should never be spread" This form of display

is equivalent to an A-scan of ionospheric reflections from a gr'-ven

direction. So far, even on occasj-ons r,¡tLen echoes on the normal

A-scan have been c,bserved to be very sPread the echoes from a give.n

dírectíon have always been of the same duration as the transmítted

pu1se.

A further poínt that should be rioted is that the spread of an

A-scan echo can be controll-ed by the wídth of the gating local oscí1-

l-ator pu1se. Naturally the duration of the echo can not be íncreased

beyond íts true value, but it can be made nalrohreT. The effect of the

pulsecl local oscillator is then to accept only those echoes for which

the (group) ranges to Ëhe reflection poínts, 1ie ¡¿ithin certain

bounds, which are determined by the \^ridth and delay (relative to the

transmitted pulse) of the local oscillator pu1se.

. To íllustrate this point consider the following geometrical

argument. A situation is envisaged in ¡"¡hich the ionosphere is returning

a veïy spread echo from a totally reflectÍng layer. If this is so

then the leading edge of the echo is produced by sígnals wl-rich are

reflected from points having the least ran&e, which ín general will
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edge of the echo rqíl1 be produced by contributions frorn greater ranges

which v¡ill usually be from echoes whicÏ¿ are further f::om the zeníth. Thus

if the pulsed loca1 oscillator is set so that only the leading eclge of

a spread echo is seen on Ëhe A.-scan then the orrtput of the image-forrcer

will indícate that the angulaT spectTum of the reflected sígnals is

narro\^r and cenËred close to the zenitt*.Conrzersely íf the local oscill-

ator is set so that only the trailing edge of the echo is observed Ëhen

the írnage-former output wí1l índícate that the angular spectrum is broad

and furthermore echoes will appear to come mainly from large off zenith

angles. Fig. 6.9 illustrates the geomeÈry of this siËuaËion and fíg. 6.10

is a series of photographs of the image-former display showing the output

obtained from a broad angular spectrun when firstly (top fígure) the

local- oscí11ator pulse has been set oÊ the trailing edge of Ëhe echo thus

excluding the echoes from close to the zenith, and secondly when Ëhe

pulse has been set on the leading edge of the echo and fína1ly rn'hen Èhe

pulse ís.seË so Ëhat the whole echo is processed. In practice it is not

difficult to ensure thaË in normal operaËion the gating local oscil-lator

has a width such that echoes frou all conËributíng angles are processed.

6.5 CLASSTFTCATTON 0F RECORDS (1) - TIIE DTFFRACTTOIÍ PATTERN

Felgate and Golley (L97I) studj-ed the diffraction pattern using

the 89 elemenË ant.enna array at Buckland Park. The working freg'.rency

for theír experiments !üas 2 lú12 and Èhe equipment used Ëo dísplay the

pattern was similar, but not ídentical, to that described in chapter 3.

The study involved the analysis of some 50 hours of photographic
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r.ecords, the majoríty of which were made during the period l2-L2-68

to 8-1-69. It rlras found that the pattern could be classified into

seven different tyPes ín the following way:

Type (1). Large scale Patterns:

Patterns with a scale much larger than the size of the

artay.

Type (2) . Periodic fringe patterns:

These consisted of alternate dark and bríght bands which

were observed to move across the display. The distance

betr+een successive bands was observed to vary from

approximately /+00 metres to over 1000 rnetres '

rype (3) . Crossíng fringe Patterns

Tnese consist of two sets of superposed dark and brighË

bands r¿hich move in different directions wíth different

spee<ls and of ten \,/Íth dif f erent spacings '

Type (4). Random Patterns:

These consíst of isometric regions of strong signal in

random positíons all moving with approximately the same

velocity. The patterns are observed to undergo some

random changes as theY move.

Type (5). Conrbined random and fringe patterns:

These are sirnílaï to type (4) paËterns, however occasÍonally

one or t\,ro seËs of fringes may be observed for brief períods.

Type (6). Random changíng patterns v¡ith rapidly changing directions of

motíon:
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These are similar to type (4) but the speed and direc-

tÍon of movenent of a gíven feature ín the pattern may

change drastically as it crosses the array'

Type (7). No fading aË all:

This category needs no further descríption'

As r,¡ell- as classifying the various Èypes of patterns observed

Felgate and Golley have also measured the relative frequency of occur-

ïence of different patteïn types for different íonospheric reflections.

their results are sunmarised in TABLE 6.1. Also sho¡^¡n are the resul-ts

of a similar 'survey made by the writer in 1-973 using that palt of the

image-forming system which displays the diffraction paËtern (see chap-

ter 3). The photographic records, analysed for this sulvey' r'¡ere made

at irregular intervals from 2-3-73 to 3O-7-73, however it should be

noted that approximately 907" of the records were made in the period

2-5-73 to 30-7-73: (i.e. during late autumn and winter as opposed to

the observations made by Felgate and Gol-ley which were made during

the L96811969 sumrner) .

In a1-1 a toËal of 4800 feet of filn has been used representing

12 hours of recording time. Although the recordÍng method has varied

from time to time the most conmon approach has been to record for 5

minutes eveïy 30 mínutes. Of the 12 hours of records, 407" were from

the day time E region, 267" were from sporadic E layers (made during

day time or night time) and 34% were from the night time F region.



TABLE 6.1

196811969 (After Felgate and Golley)

1973 (present results)

1 Large Scale

2 Fringes

3 Crossing Fringes

4 Random

5 Random with some
Fringes

6 Random wiÈh varying
Direction

7 No Fading

t27"

lo7"

24%

L77"

232

r27"

27"

Pattern Type E E F
s

792

347;

207"

3"/"

14z

6"Å

47[

46iL

78z

llo

3%

2%

247"

1 Large Scale

2 Fringes

3 Crossing Fringes

4 Random

5 Ra¡rdom with soue
Fringes

6 Random with varying
DuraËíon

7 No FadÍng

L77"

67"

6Z

427"

2t7"

4%

4Z

Pattern Type E E F
s

227"

3%

49"/.

47"

22i(

247"

27"

427"

2Z

25%

51(
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The most sígníficanË difference between the results

obtained in the tvro surveys is the increase in the number of records

classified as random and Èhe decrease ín the frequency of occurrence

of those classified as consisting of fringes or crossing fringes.

This is probably a seasonal effect although a longer survey is requÍred

to confirrn or refute this.

In chaptet 7 it is argued thaË some of the observed frínge

systems are caused by the interference of rays specularly reflected

from íonospherie irregulariËies which produce isoionic surfaces wiËh

a corrugaÈed structure. As suggestetl by Hines (1960), ínternal

atmospheric gravity traves could produce suiÈable írregularities. 0n

the basis of thís model it would be envisageil that in sr¡mmer, the

ÍrregulariËíes are caused by the presence, more frequently, of an

ísolated internal atmospheric gravity wave Èravelling through an

oËherwise unperturbed íonosphere while in wínter the ÍrregulariÈies

would be produced by either a dífferent mechanism or alternaËively

by several waves travelling in different direcËions thus producing íso-

íonic surfaces r,øith a more complícated structure. Thís would result in

more specular reflection points which would noÈ necessarily be colinear;

thus a dÍffraction pattern wiÈh a more complicated forn would be pro-

duced. Of course it ís noË necessary that the winter ionospherÍc

írregularities be caused by waves, Turbulence particularly in the E

regíon might produce the required refl-ecting surface. However ít seems

necessary to assume some kind of wave motion in order to explain

the type of observati.on descríbed in ehapter 7.
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6.6 CLASSIFICATION OF RECORDS (2) - TilE FOCUSSED IMAGE

The phoÈographic records of the focussed image display irave

also been classified. Five different categories have been used and

these have been chosen on the- basis of patterns that have actually

been observed. and also on various models that have been suggested

for the reflection process (see for example, Briggs and Phillíps

(l_g5o), Booker et aL. (1950),Bramley (1951), RatclÍffe (1956) and

Pfister (1971)).

The fol-lowing are the cl-assifications chosen:

fype (1). A single specular reflection from the zenith:

This type of pattern (see fig. 6.11) ís characterised

by Ëhe presence of a steady bright spot in the centre of

the focussed ímage display. The síze of the spoE ís

snal1 indicating that Ëhe reflection ís specular (i.e.

the Íncident signal is a plane wave)'. A flat smooth

refl-ecËíng surface i-s required to produce Èhis type of

specËrum (see fig. 6.I2a). The corresponding diffraction

pattern shows no fadíng. If the reflecting surface were

to be rough' on a small scale, Ëhen the angular spectrum

would trave the forn shown in f ig . 6.I2b. The specÈrum

in this case contains a strong specular component with

rnreaker off vertical contriUrrtiorrt. Ïhere ís some indirect

evÍdence that Ëhís rnodel ís appropriaÈe (Bramley 1951,

Lindner 7973). However in this survey ít has not been

possible to discriminate between these two models. The
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reason for thís is that the apparent size of the spoÈ

on the focussed ímage dÍsplay depends on the sígnal

anrpl-itude. Broadening of the spectrum beyond 3 or 4

degrees woul<i be apparent and such cases would not be

Íncluded in this category. A more sensítÍve way of

determining whether a refl-ection is specular or not is

to p1-ot the shape of the acoustie ímage usíng the digitÍsed

results. Such plots confírm that the reflections are índeed

specular.

A single moving specular reflection:

For this type of spectrum the dísplay shows a single spot

which moves usually, although not al-ways, with a random

motion close to the centre of the display (see fíg. 6.11).

The probably reflecting surface for this type of pattern is

sho¡nrn ín fig . 6.I2c. Once again sma1l scale Írregularities

as depícted in fig. 6.Lzd could be present.

Multipl-e moving specular reflections:

In this case the focussed image display shows several spoËs

which move usually, though once agairi not always, in a random

nânner around the centre of the display (see fig. 6.11).

Often single spots are observed to sp1-ít into two, and on

other occasions tr^ro spots may join together. Ihe discontínuous

appearance and disappearance of spots is another feature of

this type of pattern. Figs. 6.L2e and 6.12f show reflectíng

surfaces which woul-d give ríse to this type of pattern. Ihe
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differences between surfaces, which prod.uce type 2 arrd

type 3 spectra is thaË type 3 are produced by surfaces

for which the arnplitude of the undulations Í_s large

whereas for type 2 the amplÍtucle vari_ations must be

small compared r^'ith their lnorízontal extenË.

Glintíng patterns:

These are similar to type 3 patterns (see fig. 6.ll) except

that the movement of the reflectíon points Ís more rapid

and discontÍnuous appearances and dísappearances are more

conmon. In general Ëhere are more specular reflectÍon
points (approxinatery 5-9) and Ëhese points produce signals
of smaller amplítude than Èhose observed in type 3 patterns.

These patterns are probably produced by a rapidly changing

type 3 reflecrÍng surface (see figs. 6,r2e and 6.I2f) wirh
possibly even larger amplitude undulatíons.

A broad cone of reflecËed signal_s:

An irregular reflectíng surface is requíred to produce this
type of angular spectra and in addition, the scale of the

irregularítÍes must be such that the surface cannot be con-

sidered to be smooth over areas greater Ëhan approximately

one Fresnel zone. Fig. 6.L2g depÍcËs Ëhe type of surface

envísaged. The early models of the ionosphere assurned a

structure of this Ëype (see Booker e.t a,t-. 1950). In the

present survey this type of pattern rüas not observed for
either E or F region reflectíon buÈ ít has been included as

a possible model- for D-regíon reflections, although the few
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9.5.

D-regíon observatíons that have been made (approxi-

mately 55 minutes of observing on one day) were of

tYpe 4.

Table 6.2 shoi¿s the relative frequency of occurrence of the

different types of observed angular specËra, frou different ionospheric

regions.

TABLE 6.2

(Frequency of occurrence of different types of angular spectra)

6.7 SOME THEORY RELEVANT TO THE PROBL EM O}' SPECULAR REFLECTIONS

The problem of specular reflections fron both random and

regularly dísturbed surfaces is relevant not only in ionospheríc

physícs but also ín oceanography and in ra,Jat astronomy; see for example

Longuet -Híggins (1960(a), (b), (c)) and Barrick (1968)'

Type of angular sPectra

Specular Reflec.tion From
ZenÍ.th

1

2 Movíng Single SPecular
Reflection

3 Multiple Movíng SPecular
Reflections

4 Glinting Specular
Reflections

5 Broad Cone of Reflected
Signals

E

rtï"

L3%

747"

27"

E
s

97"

97"

67,4"

157"

F

L07.

191[

717"
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The theory developed by Longuet-Higgins is concerned with the

reflections of light from a poinË source off the ruffled surface of

r^7ateï, and is anologous to the ionospheric problem. In this situatíon

the observer sees images of the light souTce at dífferent points on

the surface. As the surface changes the specular points, as the images

are called, are obseïved to move and change in intensity. Occasíonally

pairs of poínts are observed to come together and disappear while at

other times paírs of reflectíon points spontaneously appear. The

annihil-ation or creation of pairs of points is called a "twínkle".

These observatíons are very símilar to the patterns described as type

3 and type 4 for the ionospheric reflectíon of radio r^Iaves, and it is

ínteresting to see whether some of the statistical properties of the

ionospheric reflectíng surface can be deduced from experirnentally

determined informatíon about the angular spectrum. The discussion thaË

follows wil-l show that unfortunately very littl-e useful information can

be extraöted in this waY.

Part of the theory developed by Longuet-Higgins is applicable

to reflections from an isotropic, random surface' for which the devía-

tions from a mean plane surface have a Gaussian distribution. Further,

the first and second derívatives of the surface are also assumed to

have Gaussían distributíons.

Cfearly, ín view of suggestíons made by Hines (1960) thaË

ionospheric irregul-arities can be caused by gravity l^raves, a random

ísotropic surface would not always be a sui-table model for the reflec-

tíng layer. However, the reflecting surface that gives rise to angular
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spectra of type 4 may r¿e1l be described by a random tr,io dímensional

function wiËh the above properties and such a surface could be pro-

duced by a specÈrum of \^7aves travelling ín dífferent directÍons' or

alternatively, by Èurbulence.

If this ís assumed, then a formula relating the number of

specular reflection points to the surface statístics can be derived,

provided the distance of the observer and illurninating source from

the surface are known. The desired formula ís equation 4.11 from

Longuet-Híggíns (1960b) which states:

N = 1* 6.L

where N = the number of specular points
2

avo

e = Ç (xry) (the funetion representing the surface)

h = the dístance from the observer/source to the
o

reflecting surface.

For the ionospheric problem the quantity ho is the reflectÍ.on

height and

tä] exp ( )I
3A

and A=( [fÉ.#J

(a2e

|.ã;"

ís the average square of the ttmean curvature" of the surface. ilearly

Èhe mean curvaËure musË depend on both Èhe rms deviations of the reflec-

ting surface and the correlation lengËh of the surface. UnforËunately ít

does not appear Ëo be possÍ-ble to separate these two quantiÈies andt

unless a sepafate estimaËe'for one'of themr-say the correlatíon

length, can be obtained, then the only information thaË can be
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er:tracted fror'r a knowledge of the number of specular poínËs is

information relaÈing to the average square of the mean curvature

r¿hich can be consídered as a measure of the roughness of the surface.

But this is not as informative as separate Ínformation about the rms

deviatíon and the correlatíon length.

Fig. 6.13 shovs the way ín which the values for A, whích

is related to the average square of the ttnean cuïvature-ttvary, ruith

the number of specular reflection points. Two corrrnents concerning

the use of this graph should be made. Firstly N, in equation 6.1,

refers to the total number possible specular points. In practice

the field of view and field of i1lumínaÈion of the image-forming

system appear to be large enough to enable the observation of all

reflections. However, the second poínt which should be made, is that

the power from each reflectíon point is not knovrn and it is possible

that some mathematically permítted reflection points rnay not be

observed.

6.8 DISCI]SSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has been concerned wiÈh a number of topics

including-models of the reflection proeess and the presentation of

some preliminary results obtained with the equípment described in

chapter 3. Also discussed have been sone geometrical argumerrts '

which r^rere considered because they heI-ped to develop a framerqork

wíthin which the results could be interpreted.

The most important. result of the nndeling "experiments" has

been the demonstration that all the different types of diffracËion patterns

observed in practice, including those with apparently random strucËures'
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can be producecl by the interference between a few discretely ref-

lected râys. Further, direct observations made of Ëhe angular

spectra from E and F region reflections indicate that the specular

reflection model is the appropri-ate model. This has inportant

consequences for the estimates of Ëhe "scales" of ionospheric

irregularities made in earlier experÍ-ments. In particular estÍmates

of the "scales" of irregularities made by Briggs and Phillips (1950)

will be too small.

In section 6.5 the classification of the types of diffrac-

tion patterns which occur has been discussed with particular reference

to the work of Felgate and Golley (L9lL). Their results have been

compared rvíth the result obtained using the present equipment and the

differences in the frequencies of occurrence of different pattern

types have been tentatÍvely attribuËed to seasonal effects.

In section 6.6 a survey, similar to that carríed out on the

diffractíon pattern records, has been performed on the focussed

ímage results. It was found that all the angular spectra observed

consísted of rays discretely reflected fron ionospheric structures

which had'"scales" of the order of several kilometres or more.

Spectra consistj-ng of a filled j-n cone of rays r¡hich would be pro-

duced by reflections from an ionosphere with Írregularities with

ttscalestt of only a feur hundred metres were not observed. Incoming

rays, were observed making angles as large as 28" from the zenith

(the normal field of vie¡¿ of the instrument ís t 2Bo from the zenith).

However these \Àrere rare and most echoes were observed to occur wíthin
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15o of the zeníth.

Clearly Èhere should be some connection between the types

of angular spectra observed and the corresponding diffraction patterns.

For example spectra of types I and 2 should produce pat.t.erns of

types I and 7 and spectra of Ëypes 3 and 4 would be expecËed to produce

patterns of types 2, 3, 4 and 6. The relative frequencies of occurr-

ence shohr thaÈ these expectations are approximately neË.

Angular spectra of type 3 may be further subdívíded into

cases in rn'hich the reflection points move in a regular and periodic

fashion, such as mi-ght be expecËed to be produced by a wave-like

disturbance rvhích distorts the ísoioníc surfaces so that they have

an undulating periodic structure. An observation like this ís díscussed

ín chapter 7, but since specÈra of this type are rare (at least. in

the survey described here) the observation has been included in

category 3. However in the Felgate and Golley survey L96B/L969 (rnostl-y

surnmer) the incidence of fringe systems is hígher, and since these

patt,erns appear to be produced by Ëhe ínterference of specularly ref-

lected rays frorn several co1ínear reflection points (see chapter 7),

íÈ nay prove necessary, in subsequent surveys, to inËroduce a separate

category for patterns of this type.

Reflections from E" structures shor+ed angular spectra of

types 1, 21 3, and /r wíth the most signÍficant difference between E
S

and normal E layer reflections being the more frequent occurrence

of type 4 spectra. Thís probably indicates that the E" layers observed

had a raÈher patchy stTucture. About 90% of these observat:lons (E
s )



r¡/ere made during the day tíme and ang

observed duríng both day and night, buË Èhe number of records are

not sufficient to al1or¿ Ëhe day and night time observations to be

treated separately.

Angular spectra for the F region are basecl on nighÈ Ëirne

observations only. Some of these observatÍons $Iere made at tines when

ionograrns (from an, ionosonde aË Salisbury, approximately 17 kra south-

east of Buckland Park) shov¡ed the presence of spread F . Although on

some, faírly rare occasions, echo spreading (naínly frequency spread-

ing) was observed aË frequencíes as 1ow as 2 MLlz' none of these

coíncided wiËh times at which measurements of the angular spectra'were

available. Echo spreadíng (on ionograms) is more coûmon aÈ higher

frequencies and when the ímage-forming system is oPeratíng at 6 lülz

it should be possible to study the ang¡rlar specËra, from spread F

structure-s in detaí1.

Finally the theory of specular reflecËíons from random

surfaces has been considered briefly, with a view to esËimating the

statistícal properties of the surfaces which give ríse to type 4

and possibly type 3 reflectÍons.
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CHAPTER 7

EVIDENCE FOR INTERNAL ATMOSPHERIC GRAVITY I^]AVES.

7.I INTRODUCTION

Thís chapter wí1l be concerned maínly wiËh the examinatíon

of a singl-e 15 rnínute photographic record urade usÍng the equipment

described in chapter 3. It will be argued ÉhaË the motions of the

ionospheric refl-ectíon points, for this record as observed using the

ímage-forming systen, are best explained by assumíng that the air

density, and hence the electron densíty, in the íonosphere has been

perturbed by the passage of an ínËernal atnrospheríc gravíty Ì¡Iave.

EsËímates for the \ravel-ength and "amp1-itude" of this wave are ma<le.

Before proceeding with a descriptíon of the experinental-

resul-ts a brief discussion of some of the Lheoretícally predícted

properties of gravity waves will- be presenÈed.

7.2 PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION

The properties and basic theory relating to ínternal atmo-

spheric gravity hraves have b'een discussed by several rsorkers inclu-

ding Eckart (1960), Ilines (1960), Tol-stoy (1963) and Midgley and i

Liemohn (1966). These \^7aves may be thought of as long period pressure

traves rrhích can propagate Ëhrough the atmosphere, Ttrey belong to the

same family of waves as ordinary sound rdaves, the only diffut.o""

beíng that the effects of gravity have been taken into account.

(l^Iaves with extremely long wavelengths, for which Coriolis forces and

the earthts curvature are important, ate excluded from thís discussíon).
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The energy sources for these dísËurbances are thought to líe, for

the most part, in the troposphere. Possíble tropospheric sources

include cold fronËs, mountaÍn waves, earthquakes, vol-canic eruptions

and nuclear explosíons. Tidal motions which attain large amplítudes

in the upper atmosphere have been suggested as high 1eve1 sources of

eneïgy for gravity waves through non-l-inear processes. (Rishbeth

and Garriot, L969)

I'Iaves generated i-n the lower atmosphere may propagate upwards

and, if dissipatíve effects are ígnored, the wave arnplítude will grow

exponentially with height. (The density of the atmosphere decreases

exponential-ly with height and thus, for energy to be conserved, Ëhe

wave amplitude must increase with al-títuCe to compensate.)

The spectrum of .traves generated Ín the lower atmosphere that

reach a given height is determined by the ternperature and wínd struc-

ture of the atmosphere below that height. Hines (l-960) has produeed

a diagram ¡¿hich shows the spectrum of gravity l¡Iaves Èhat can reach a

given heíght. The fígure ís reproduced here as Fig. 7.L. It can be

seen that many of the waves generated in the lower atmosphere are

reflected in the mesosphere. Further, r¡raves can be removed from the

spectrum by .riscous damping. The díagraur shows that at any given

height the shorter períod waves are more severely atterì.uated by this

effect. Other papers, notably by Pitteway and llines (1963), Midgl-ey

and Liemohn (1966) and Eínaudí and Hines (1970), give further consíde-

ration to the problems of reflections and the víscous dissipation of

internal atmospherÍc gravity l^raves.
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7.3 THE EFFECT OF IMERNAL ATMOSPHERIC GRAVITY h'AVES ON THE

IONOSPHER TC P.EI'LECTION OF RADIO I,üAVES

Iig. 7.2, whích ís deríved from Fig. 6.9 of ltines (1965),

shov¡s hor^r a gravíty wave could produce ionospheric irregularíties.

El-ectron density variaÈions are produced as the compressions and

rarefractions of the wave change the arnbienÊ air density. The same

figure shows how the ísoionÍc contours would assunÌe a sinusoidal

or quasi-sínusoidal form with a horízontal çavel-ength equal to the

horizontal componenÈ of the wavel-ength of the gravíty wave.

The phase path Ëechnique, which ís a useful method of measu-

ring small changes in the refl-ectíon heíght of radÍo I{aves, often

shows that the isoionic contours vary ín a quasi-sinusoidal manner'

(Landmark L957, Víncent L972). The dístortion of the contours is

sirnilar to that whích would be produced by a gravity t"rr. ptopagating

in an ionosphere rrhich has líttle or no horizontal varíation ín elec-

tron densíËy except that whích is produced by the rnrave itself.

Several workers including Brarnley (1953), Vineent (1967),

McGee (L969), Pfister (1971) and Afrainovich (1972), have considered

the effect that a sínusoidaf or quasi-sinusoídal perturbatíons will

have on the reflection of radio r¡taves. Of particular interest is the

number of possible specular reflection points and the angle of arrival,

from whích the slope of the effective reflecting surface can be deter-

rnÍned. Munro (1953) has consídered a simílar problem although in this

case Ëhe perturbatíon was not sinusoÍdal. Brownlie et aL. (1973c) and

Guha and Geller (Lg73) have considered the ¡aore general probiem of
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reflections from a surface which has been produced by a large number

of waves of different wavelengths, travelling wíth dífferent velo-

cities.

Fig. 7.3 illustrates the geometry of the problem in r¿hich

the ísoíoníc conÈours can be represented by a síne r¡lave. The wave

should be ímagined as havÍ-ng long wave fronts so that in tr,r-o dimen-

sions the isoionic surfaces are like ripples on the surface of the

r¡zater. If the surface ís assumed to be smooth (although undulating)

the reflections will be specular, and ray theory can be applied. Thus

the reflectíon points Ëhat wí1l return Po\^/er to the receiver, rvhich

ís close to the transmitter, are determined by the normals shown in

the fígure. (Austin Q967) has devel-oped a simple method of cal-

culating the positíons of the reflection points. Hís approach is

similar to that followed belor,r.) Refraction below the reflectíng

surface is neglected.

A cross section through the reflecting surface can be

represented by f(x) where,

f (x) = Asin (t¡t + kx) + h 7.r
o

where A = the amplitude of the trave

üJ = angular frequency of the wave

k

x = the horizontal coordinate.

The slope of the reflectíng surface as a function of x is

found by differentiating f(x) ¡¿ith respect to x.

2'n

Àx
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f t C*) = kA cos (r,rt + kx) 7.2

The slope of a line draum from the receÍver to the

reflecting surface so that it intersects the reflecting surface at

an arbitrary poinÈ x1, can be seen to be equal to m1 where,

h * A sin (ot + kx) 7.3oml=
x1

The requirement that this line be normal to the reflecting

surface is met by demancling that

ft(xr) mt = -1 7.4

xt = hokA sín (ot + kxt) $' "t" (Zot + 2kx1)+ 7.5l_. e

I'or practical cases

7.5 reduces to

h kA and therefore equatíon
o

y¡2
2

xI =hkAsin (trrÈ f k*f ). 7.6o

This is a transcendental equatíon whieh can either be solved

numerically or graphically to yield values qf x¡ for which signals

r¿í11 be specularly reflected back to the trarÌsmitter/receiver system.

This can be done for dífferenË val-ues of tíue (t),and thus the move-

ment of these r.eflection points relative Ëo the transmÍtter can be

calculated. This will be done for the particulaï r^rave that best matches

the experimental observations, but first these r¿ill- be described.
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7.4 EXPERT}IENTAL OB SERVAT IONS

Early observations of the structure of the diffraction

pattern (formed by radio 1raves reflected from the íonosphere)

showed that in many cases the structure was simple and consisted

of a system of fringes travellíng in a well defined dírectíon.

Several r,,rorkers í-ncluding Gossard (L967), Gossard and Paulson (1968)'

and Felgate and Golle1' (1971) have Ínterpreted thesefringe struc-

tures as being the ra<lío analogue of Youngrs interference fringes,

the radio fringes being formed by the interference betlileen tvTo

specularly reflecËed signals. 0n a number of occasíons these fringe

systerns were observed to persíst for long períods of time, of the

order of 30 minutes.

Film records (of an E-region (l-00 lcm) reflection) frorn the

image-forming system begÍnníng at 1310 hours on the 14th of March

1973, show a clearly defj-ned set of fringes travelling towards the

south-rvest vrith a velocity (estímated by measurÍng the time taken for

the crest of a fringe to cross the array) of between B0 and 100 metres

. -isec r corresponding to an innospheric velocíty of betr,¡een 40 and 50

metres sec '. The fringe system \^7as observed to persíst for the dura-

tion of the record which was 15 minuËes (the time taken to expose 100

feet of fil-m at 4 frames "*"-l). The follor,ring record, which conlmen-

ced at 1348 hours on the same day also shows a set of frínges trável-

ling in the same direction. However this patËern r^7as disturbed at

times and these frínges lrere crossed by another set travelling towards

Êhe north-\,rest.
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Fig. 7.4 ís a sequence of frames, taken at intervals of

0.25 seconds, from the film record which began at 1310 hours. The

fringe sysËem is clearly seen on the diffraction pattern display.

The focussed image shows a pair of spoüs which at fírst sight would

appear to correspond to Lr'{o specuLarly reflected rays. As time

p1ogresses these two spots appeâr to merge formíng first an elonga-

ted spot and finally a broad, almost circular spot. The fringe-stïuc-

ture ís visible in all the frames índicating that the circular spot

consists of rays arrÍving frc¡m at least t\,/o unresolved directions.

Careful examination of the record revealed that the focussed image

dísplayed the tuo spct structure on three separate occasíons. The

sequence of filrn shorøn is typícal of these occasiorls. The two spots

are resolved for short periods of time approximately 6 or 7 frarnes

of filrn corresponding to approximately 2 seconds of observ:'-ng time.

For the major part of the recorcl the appearance of the focussed

image ís similar to that shown on frame labelle<l t=2.5 sec. in fig,7,4,

The inte-rval beLrnreen the appeaïances of the two seParate spots on the focusse

image display was found to be 5.3 mínutes and 5.9 minutes.

These observations can be explained by assuming that the

ísoionic contouïs ai: the ref lection heÍght have a sinusiodal or q':e-si-

sj-nusoídal sirape simil¡rr to that which would be produced by the passage-

of an internal atmospherrlc pSravity h7ave.

In or<ler to satisfy the observa-t:'-ons the wave would trave the

following propert:Les :

. (1) a pe-ríod of between 5..3 and 5.9 minutes (sa¡'5.6 minutes),
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(2) a phase velocÍty, relaÈive to an obsel:ver on the

ground, of approximately 45 meËres. sec-l;

(3) from (1) and (2) it can be deduced that the horízontal

component of the wavel-ength (fx) would have to be

approximately 15 km.

It should be noted that boËh the period of the r¿ave and its

phase velocíty as obsert'ed from the ground will depend upon the com-

ponent of the velocity of the mediurn (ionosphere) in a directíon peT-

pendicular to the wave fronts. Hor¿ever the r^¡avelength, as ca1culated

from the producË of these two quantiËies, will- not be affected by any

background motion.

From the photographíc records Ëhe maxímum angular separatíon

of the reflection poínts can be measured and is found to be approri-

mately 14o. From this the spatial- separation of the ref l-ection points

can be calculated and is found to be approxímateLy 25 km, which is

greateï than the estimated wavelength of the <iísÊurbance (15 km).

From Fig . 7.4 it can be seen that the tr'ro spots in the focus-

sed image display are displaced by equal distances from the centre.

Thís ímplies that either a crest or a trough of the r¿ave. ís overhead.

The absence of an echo from the overhead position implies that it ís

a trough of the wave that is directly overhead. The situaEion envisa-

ged ís depicted in Fíg. 7.5. The curvature of the reflecting surface

in the overhead position results in a defocussíng effect and thus no

echo ís observed from Ëhis positi,on.
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If Fig " 7.5 is a correct representation of the situation

then it is possible, knorving the position of Ehe reflection points

and the wavelength of the disturbance, to calculaËe an estimate for

the,anplitude of the r¡ave (A). A value of A equal to 338 metres is

appropriate.

Usíng all- the data availabl-e, relating to the amplitude of

the wave, the wavelength and the reflection height (ho), which ís

100 km, ít is possíble Eo solve equation 7.6 anð, Ëo find the

x-coordinates of the reflection points as a function of the posíËíon

of the crest of the \¡rave. These are plotted in fíg' 7.6. The

hotízontal axis in this figure, labelled u.rtr corresponds to the posi-

tioa of the crest of the \¡¡ave. Ilhen ot = 2ntt (n = 0, lI , !2r...)

the reflecting surface overhead is concave, i,e. appropriate for

focussing and r,¡hen cË = n?T (n - +1, +3r...) the reflecting surface

Ísas depicted in fig. 7.5. The vertical- axis, 1abe11-ed x, gíves the

x-coordinates of the reflectíon poínts. When ot = 0 the crest of the

Trave is vertically overhead. There are seen to be ttrree reflectíon

points whose x-coordinates ê,re approxímately -6.3, 0 and *6.3 km.

Under thís condítion the angular separation clf the outsíde reflection

points is approximately 7" and the angular separation between the

neighbouring pairs of reflection points ís approxÍrnately 3.5o. Tlie

resolving poríer of the instrument is approximately 9" and therefcire.

we ¡¿ould expect Ëhe focussed image to consist, in this instance, of

an elongated spot rather than three resolved spots. I,'Ihen olt = r this

corresponds to a trough of the vrave being overhead. The intersections
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of a líne drawn perpendicular to Ëhe x-axis and the curve shown ín

fig. 7.6 indicate that there are five possíble specular reflecËion

points r¿ith x-coordinates of -L2, -9.4r 0, *9.4 and *12 km. The

angular separatÍon between the reflection poínts at 12 and 9.4 krn

is approximately 1.5o and therefore the paír will not be resolved.

As has been explained earlier the refl-ection from the zenith is

defocussed and is therefore noË observed. An average value for the

angular separatíon of Ëhe tv¡o outer-Eost pairs of reflection points

Ís approximately 12". Therefore these should be resolved as is ob-

served (see fig. 7.4). Hor,rever Íf the cenËral refl-ection point were

to contribute to the Ímage then the ímage r¡ould onee again appear as

an elongaËed spoË. The defocussíng condítion will last only for a

short time. This expl-aíns why the appearanee of the t!üo spots ís so

transitory.

Fron fÍg. 7.6 it can be seen Ëhat, for the wave observed,

there will always be at least three reflectíon points. Thus it is

expected that the frÍnge system would be always observed. Thís is

the case. c

The rnodel described above explains the observations and, ín

view of the period and the deduced wavelengËh of the structure, it

seêms reasonabl-e to assume that the dístortion of the isoíonic contours

ís due to the passage of an internal aÈmospheric gravity r¡rave, råther

than just random fluctuations in the icnísation density caused by say

turbulence. However, it ís necessary to point out that with the radio

reflection technique used here it is not possible Ëo discrimínate
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between wave motíons and the bodily motion of irregularities.

Fringe systems exísting for fairly short perÍ-ods of time,

showíng three or four fringesr are observed frequentl-y (see Table

6.1) . Ilo¡rrever most of these do not appear to be assocÍated r¡ith

any. periodic disturbances. The record consÍdered in detail above

Ís the only one of íts type among the 12 hours of photographic

records taken. In fact no other paËterns of thís type were observed

in over 1-00 hours (nade mostly duríng wínter) of visual- observations

for whích no photographic records were taken
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CHAPTER B

CONCLUSI oNS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FL'IIIRE I^IORK

8.1 CONCL STIONS

Probably the most imporÈant feature of the work described

here has been the demonsËrat.ion ËhaË the acoustic image-formíng

techníque is feasible. The problems of the phase sËabí1-ity of the

receíving system have been overcone by operating at a fi-xed gain

and a reasonable dynamic range for Ëhe system has been achieved

by using volËage conËro1led aËtenuators to vary the ampliÈudes

of Ëhe inputs to the receívers so ËhaË thel' ¿¡" of an appropríate

velue for the chosen ïeceiver gain seËËings. SysËems designe.d

to work purely in conjunction ¡n'iÈh a ne-arby transmiÈter could

probably be rnade to operate over a sufficÍently wide dynamic

range by varying the transmitted power, so that the receivecl

signal was of a satisfacÈory amplitude. This approach would noË be

useful when usíng distanË transmitters for rn'hich the power could

not easily be controlled. IË has also been demonstrated that the

appaïaËus can be adjusted to obtain a resolvíng power close Ëo Ëhat

expected theoreiícal1y.

The acousËic image-formíng method is not only applicable to

Large filled ín arrays buÈ should also prove useful wíth other systems

such as linear or t:sparsely" fi11ed arra.ys.

one technical area, in which further research is required,

is in the conversion of the accusËic image ínto a useful form, e.g. a

visible image. This problern also arises in the fiel<i of medical
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physics vrhere ultrasonic techniques are used Èo creaËe 1or,r resolution

pictures of internal organs. It is.likely that improved image con-

versÍon techniques may be developed ín the fairly near future.

The computer modelling program used in chapter 5 provides

some idea of the tolerances (of the phases and the amplitudes of the

sigrrals being processed) that are required for instruments of this

type. It is worth re-emphasisíng that the phaseerrors allorn'a.ble in

the image-formíng system are double those r¿hich are permitted, for

the same performance, in a conventional reflecting type of image-

formíng instrument" This has obvious advantages.

As far as the ionospheric observations are concerne-d, it is

noüe-d that echoes from the E and F layers as well as flom sporadic

E StïucLures appear Ëo be of a specular or quasi-specular nature.

These results are in agreement with similar observations, made at

Brisbane, and descríbed by Bror'rn1íe et aL. (1973a). Most of these

echoes vrere observed within 15o of the zenÍ-th although on occasions

echoes as far ouË as 28" from the zenith were observed. There appeared

to be no anisotropy in the azimuth of the direction of arrival of the

obse.rved echoes rvhen averaged ovel a long period of time. These

resulis, whe.u considered in conjunction with the computer símulat-íon

results, confirm that even random lookíng diffraction patterns aÏe

produced by the interference bet\,¿een discretely reflected rays. This

has important consequences as far as the estimates of the t'scalest'of

ioncspheric Írregularities are concerned. The results support the

idea that the i-rregularities have "scales" of the order of 10 km or
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so rather than of the order of a fevr hundred metres as suggested

by the applicatíon of diffractÍon theory.

A comparison of the diffraction pattern structures observed

in Í968/]969 (mostly summer) with those observed in 1973 (mostly

wínter) shows an increase in the number of patLe:as having a random

structure. ThÍs ís thought Ëo be a seasonal effect but further work

is required to confírm or reject thís suggestion.

On occasions the movenents of the reflection points (as obser-

ved with the focussed image display) and the strucËure of the díffrac-

tion pattern are both consistent wíth the Ëheory that inËernal atmos-

pheríc gravity l¡Iaves are responsible for at leasÈ some ionospheric

irregularitíes. This suggestion was fírst discussed in detail by

I1ines (1960) although Martyn (1950) had earlier considered that wave

motions might be responsíble for travellíng disturbances in the tr'

region.

Most of the work descríbed in this thesís could usefully be

continued. In particular a more detaíled study of reflections from

sporadic E layers should be undertaken. Hov¡ever a differenÈ recor-

díng procedure should be consídered. If film records r¡ith durations

of say 30 minutes taken at two hourly intervals are made instead of

the shorter moïe frequently recorded 5 minute records, then the

results could be used not only for the statistical survey but they

would also be of sufficient duration to show.several cycles of any

shorter period wave motions that may be present, i.e. records similar
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to those described in chapter 7 might be obtaíned. These would be

useful because, with a suffícient number of such records, it may be

possible to identífy sources of gravity waves particularly if these

(the sources) líe Ín the ¿¡epesphere. For example, it has been

suggested that cold fronts may be a source of energy and an examínation

of the appropríate weather maps would be of interest.

trùhen the ímage-forrning system becomes operatÍonal on 6 Nftlz

it wÍll be possible to make daytime observatíons of reflections from

the F region. In additíon a 6 MHz system will make the study of reflec-

tions from spread tr' structures practicable because, although night tírne

observations of the F region can be made using a probing frequency of

2 lüIz the reflection 1eve1 has so far been below that at u'hich the

spread F structures are present. Observations at 6 lüIz would overcone

this difficulty, and the system should be of use Í.n studl'j-ng, aË

1east, the middle latitude variety of thís phenomenon. Studies of

spread F using a varieËy of technÍques have already been rnade (see

for reviews tr^Iright, L959; Clernesha, 1964; Herman, L966 and others).

It seems to be generally agreed that the spreading of the ionogram

trace is caused by the presence of patches of field alígned irregu-

larities. MeasuremenÈs of the angular spectra r+ill reveal:

(1) Whether the reflecËions from these Írregularities are

specular or otherwÍse. (To date most workers appear to

support a specular ref lection model (Ilerman 1966, Bror,nlie

et aL. L973a)).
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(2) hlhether there is any anisotropy with TesPect to the

directions of arrival of the reflected waves.

(3) lühether there is ever any true "range spread.íng" i.e.

whether echoes from a given direction or neíghbouring

dÍrections are sPread írr range.

A second transmiÈter (to operate at 6 lü12) is r:nder construc-

tion and wíl1 be installed at a síte (I^Iíllgnga) some 70 kur south of

the Buckland Park array. The (group) range of echoes reflected

from travelling íonospheric CisËurbances will be ueasured, and the

angle of arríval will be deterrnined at the same time using the image-

forrning system. Thus the variations in the height of the reflecting

level, as a function of time, can be studie-d without the need to make

assrmrptions about the position of the ionospheric reflection poinis.

This r^rill enable a nore accurate determination of the disËortion of

the reflecting layer caused by the travelling ionospheric dísturbance

bo be made.

In principle it should be a fairly sirnple matter to measure-

the phase of any echo from any one of the 89 directions r,chich are sam-

pled by Èhe system. One possible nethod rsould be to use as a phase

reference the intermediate frequency of a signal which has travelled

a fixed distance. The intermedíate frequency sígnal produced by the

ground pulse would be a suitable signal. The phase of any echo'could

then be measured relative to this signal and this would enable the

measurement of surall changes in the range of an echo. Such information
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níght pïove useful in studying the movemeaË of meteor trails, as

well as the movement of other reflecting surfaces. Recent theoietical

(Brownlie et aL. 1973c) and experimental work (Brov¡nlie et aL. 1973b)

has shown that, from a knowledge of the angle(s) of arrival and the

rate(s) of change of phase angle(s) of reflected signal(s), it is

possible to deterrnine the dispersion relati-on of the waves whic.h

rnight be producing a given reflecting strueture. Information of this

type Ís useful because it can be compared ¡s-ith the theoretically pre-

dícted dispersion relation for ínternal atrcspherì" gr"vity waves and

the role that these vraves play ín the production of travelling

ionospheric disturbances can be assessed. Initial results reported

by Brownlie et aL. (1973b) are in agreement with the theory that

atmospheric gravity r^Taves are responsible for the distortion of the

íonospheric reflecting l.ayer in the F region, at least on some occasions.

The modificatíons to the image-formíng sysËem to enable these types of

rneasurements to be made would involve the construction of 89 phase

measuring and recording devices and r+ould thus be an exPensive project.

Ilor¡ever the measurement of the phase of echoes from a few selected

directions (í.e. the measurement of the phases of the signals appearing

on a few selected transducers in the image plane) could provide useful

inf oruration.

Several other techniques for Èhe measurement and recording of

quantities of geophysical interest are available at Buckland Park.

These include a rnicro-barograph, a system for measuring changes ín the

total electron content of the ionosphere in a gíven direction (using
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the Faraday rotation rnethod) and a system for measuring the changes

in phase of signals incident on the array (Víncent L972). Data

from these instruments will help in the interpreËation of information

ob-tained from the image-forrning sysÈem.

Finallyrthe use of the image-forming system forlowfrequency

radio astronony remains to be explored" Tlre approachirlg rn-inimum of

solar activity, when ionospheric electron densities can be expected

to reach their lowest values, should be an ideal time to ínitíate such

observatíons.
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APPENDIX 1

THE VOLTAGE CONTROLLED ATTENUATORS

A1.1 COMMENTS

The desígn for this circuít is based on a llewlett-

Packard application note, (No. 9I2).

The principle of operation is best íllustrated by con-

sidering first fig. 41.1. This j-s a circuit diagram of a conven-

tional î attenuator rnrhich can be mad.e to attenuate an input sÍ-gnal

by any desired anount by varying the values of R1, R2 and R3. Further,

Íf Ëhe values of R1, R2 and R3 are chosen such that

Rr=Rto {

{

N2-1
2N

and

R2=R3 =fto 1

then the input impedance to the circuit will have a value Ro and the

input signal will be attenuated by a factor 1/N. The same clesign

considerations also apply to the atÈenuator depÍcted in Fig. ÃL.2.

The PIN diodes (H-P 5082-3080's) may be thought of as

current controlled resistors at least as far as r.f. signals (greater

than 1 MIlz) are concerned. For example with a for-ward bias current of

100 xnÀ the diodes appear to have- a resistance (to r.f. signals) of

less than 1 ohm. !trith zero bias current this resístance is in excess

of 10 r ohms. Now if the diodes are used to replace the resistors in

)
1N+

N-
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a ?T attenuaÈor then it ís possible, using the circuit shown in

fíg. ÃL.2, to consLruct a voltage/current controlled attenuator

which when properly loaded has a constant input Íupedance and can

attenuate in the range (approximately) -1 to -36 db.

A qualítative understanding of this circuit can be obtained

by considering the following argtrmenË. As the varíable voltage

(0 to '\, 12V) is increased so the current through the diode Dl increases.

This will- cause the r.f. resistance of Ëhis diode (O1) to decrease. Because

of the increased dÍrect current the potential at A will rise and the

current through Dl and D2 will therefore decrease, thus íncreasing the

r.f. resisÈance of Dl and D2. It can be seen that íncreasing the

variable voltage from 0 towards 12V will result in a decrease in the

overall attenuation of the circuit.. The r¡sst important feature of

this circuit, for image-forming applications, is that the phase shift

of the aËtenuated signal is small of the'order of 50 or less aE 2 lfitz.
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APPENDIX 2

THE R"F. STAGE Otr' THE RECEÏVERS

A2.T COMMENTS

Fig. 42.1 is a circuit diagram of the receiver used in the

image-formíng experiment.

The ímportant points conceruing this círcu:it are:

(1) Ihe receiver is phase stable provided it is operated

at fixed gain, i.e. the (A.G.C.) voltage at pin 12 is

not changed.

. (2) The bandwídth of the fírst two and the last tuned

stages are broad and the overall bandwidth (28 kltz) is

deteru¡-ined by the mechanícal filter.

(3) All 89 receivers use the sæe 1ocal oscíllator.

(4) The I.F. ouËput (pin 11) provÍdes the input to the

transducer driver circuits.

(5) Only one stage (i.e. 2 or 61ffi,2) can be operated at

any one tÍme.

Other coÍments relevant to tÌ,ris circuit nay be found ín

section 3.6.
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APPENDfX 3

TI{E LOCAJ, OSCILLATOR

43.1 COMMENTS

Figures 3.1, 3.2, an.d 3.3 are diagrams of various stages of

Èhis circuit.

The unít can operate either in a continuous or a pulsed m9de.

When operated in a pulsed mode iË nay be triggered either from the

mains, or alternatively, from exÈernally generated posiÈive or negative

triggers.

The advantage of pulsed operation ís that ít is then possible

to selecË the desired Íonospheric echo and suppress the ground pulse or

other unwanted sígnals thaL may be present, This greatly sinplifies the

task of selecting the correct acousËic sÍgna1, because as has already been

explaíned, each input pulse into the tank gives rise to several pulses

being received by the transducers in Ëhe receiving array. The first signal

receíved ís the wanËed one and the others are reflections from the sides

of the tank.

NoÈe the capacÍËor 561103 pf shown ín fig. 43.3 can be changed

to al-low operation on eíther 2.435 lûlz ot 6.395 MHz.
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APPENDIX 4

THE POST-DETECTOR CIRCUITS

A4.L COMMENTS

There are tr^ro sets of 89 circuits of this type. The

first set is used to process the 89 deËected outputs from the receívers

and the second set ís .used to process the 89 aurplified and detected

outputs from the transducers.

The circuÍt (see f.íg. L4.1) perforrned several f r:nctj-ons

whÍch are listed below.

(1) Part of the circuit acted as a peak rectifier producing

a d. c. voltage the amplitude of which varied with the amplitude of the

input pulse (ionospheric echo or acoustic signal). This output (availa-

ble on pin 8) was then used as the inpuË to the 100 channel digitiser.

A similar voltage was available for driving the light ernitting diodes

(L.E.D., see pin 13).

(2) Also produced \^tas a slowly varyíng d. c. voltage which

was used to conËrol the attenuating circuÍts (see A1). This was avai-

lable from pin 15. The similar but attenuated ouËput from pin 9 was

not used in the image-forming experiment.

(3) The ínputs labelled strobe, clear and sample (see pins

4, L2, 14 respectively) were part of the gating system.
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APPENDIX 5

THE TRANSDUCER DRIVING CIRCUITS

45.1 COMMENTI

The input to this circuít cones from the I.F. outputs'of

the receívers. The circuit has a high input impedance whích is

necessary to avoid loading the receívers. lhe series tuned circuit

fo:med by the ínductor and the crystal has a broad resonance peak

(in excess of 100 kHz to the half power Points). The Q of the

circuit is approxinaËely 4. This results Ín amplification of the vo1-

tage appearing across the transducers and this allows more acoustic

Por'Ier to be emiÈted.

The method is one of the many which are comrnonly used to

drive piezo-electric transducers and it ¡vas chosen for its simplícity'

efficiency and cheapness.
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APPENDIX 6

TIIE AI"IPLIFYING AND DETECTING CTRCUITS

46.1 COMMENTS

This circuit (see fig. 46.1) is used to amplify and

detecÈ the signals appearing across the transducers in the receiving

array. The first stage of the circuit consists of a tr:ned amplífier

with a very high input impedance whích is required to avoid loading

Èhe Ëransducers. The second stage is a 1ow 1evel detecting circuit

in which an (7O2) operational amplífier is effectively used to de-

crease the threshold of the detectíng diode. Thís system is then

able to detect very low 1evel signals; of the order of 5 nV.

The final stage Ís simply an aurplifier and buffer. The output signals

are used as the inputs for one of the sets of 89 post-detector circuits.

The gain of the circuit can be varied by changing the value

of the darnpíng resistor (shown as 22K ohm in fig. 46.1) in the tuned

circuít of the first stage. This of course alters the bandwidth of

the aurplífier but in practice the overall system bandwidth is deter-

nrined by the bandwidth of the mechanical fi1Ëers used by the receivers.

It r¿as found necessary Ëhat these círcuiËs should have a

varÍable gain because the transducer efficiencies were found to vary

from one transducer to another.
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